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In current practice, design documentation often fails

to support the activities of design understanding,

communication, and redesign. A Design History Tool has been

developed to improve current design documentation. This

tool is a computerized design history that represents and

plays back important information generated during the

process of designing a mechanical system.

This tool not only documents the final design results,

but also documents the constraints developed and decisions

made in the evolution of a product from initial

specifications to final detailed design. This tool supports

design understanding, communication, and redesign. It

allows designers, manufacturing engineers, and management

personnel to review and examine an existing design.

For playback, the Design History Tool provides four

major browsing capabilities: a) browsing design artifacts

from isometric drawing, design hierarchy, to details of a

product; b) browsing design evolution from the initial



specifications to the final detailed design; c) browsing

design rationales and alternatives behind each design

decision; and d) browsing constraint dependencies. To

enhance the browsing capabilities, differentfinterfaces have

been developed to allow the users to efficiently retrieve

and easily understand the design information.
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A COMPUTER-BASED DESIGN HISTORY TOOL

1. INTRODUCTION

During the design process there are two major tasks to

be performed. One is to generate the product, and the other

is to document it. The two tasks are interactive and

interdependent through out the design process. Based on

initial design requirements or specifications, the task of

design generation is to create design alternatives, to

evaluate the alternatives, and then to make decisions to

select one solution that satisfies the given specifications.

The task of design documentation, however, is to record

the results of design generation and information needed for

design generation. The primary purposes of design

documentation are: (a) to facilitate design generation, (b)

to communicate information among design, management,

manufacturing, and marketing personnel, and (c) to provide a

data source for redesign or design of similar products.

Traditional computer-aided design systems have provided

an excellent means of representing and communicating

information about the final design. In the task of design

generation, traditional CAD systems have improved the

automation level from manual design to computerized design,

increased design productivity, and reduced design cost by

aiding the final stage of the design process. In the task

of design documentation, traditional CAD systems have
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greatly facilitated the record of the final design results

by providing advanced drafting tools.

However, traditional CAD systems are far from aiding

the tasks of design generation and design documentation in

the whole design process. The research of developing a

computer-based Design History Tool is an effort to improve

design documentation.

1.1 Motivations

When the design of a product is completed, its final

form is usually recorded as a collection of engineering

drawings with attached notes. This design documentation is

then used to support two major activities: (a) communication

with other designers, manufacturing, management, marketing,

etc. and (b) as a data source in redesign or design of

similar products [Ullman 91]. In current practice, these

activities often fail, because there is not enough

information in the final drawings and notes to answer all of

the questions that arise.

Manufacturing engineers often have difficulty

understanding the manufacturing specifications of a design.

They cannot understand, for example, why the designer

selected a particular material for a component and a

specific tolerance for a dimension. They cannot understand

why the designer departed from manufacturing guidelines.

Management personnel also have difficulty verifying the
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design validity from the drawings. They have to ask for

additional information from the original designer to

understand why the design ought to work and how effective it

will be.

More importantly, when engineers design similar

products or make modifications to existing designs based on

some new changed specifications, they frequently must start

over, because they cannot understand the old design

documentation or find needed information.

This situation has been observed in the redesign

experiments performed by Kuffner [Kuffner, 89, 90]. In his

experiments, three experienced design engineers were asked

to make modifications on two existing products [Stauffer,

87, 88]. Each subject worked on one problem. The final

drawings and the original specifications of the two existing

products were presented to the subjects as the data source.

The experiments revealed that a total of 358 questions and

conjectures were generated by these subjects. Most of the

questions and conjectures could not be answered or verified

directly or indirectly by the information available to the

subjects, that is, by the final design drawings. The

results of these experiments indicated that current design

documentation cannot support design understanding and

redesign.

It has been speculated that redesign and design

understanding would be significantly improved if the final
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design included much more information about the "history" of

the design process [Ullman, 87, Brown, 89]. This history

could include information about why each component was

included in the design, what alternatives were considered

and why they were rejected, and how each of the product

specifications was satisfied by the design.

In current practice, design notebooks are commonly used

to record some fraction of this information. Unfortunately,

these notebooks cannot provide useful and efficient means to

support design understanding and redesign. First of all,

design notebooks are often incomplete. During the design

process, the engineers focus on making correct design

decisions, not on recording the rationale for those design

decisions [Ullman 87]. So at a later time they often cannot

reconstruct from'their notebooks why a design decision was

made. Also it is impossible and impractical for the

designers to keep track of the design evolution and

constraint propagation information because of the limits of

human information processing abilities.

Secondly, each designer has his/her own specific

organization and conventions for documenting information.

Thus design notebooks are difficult to interpret, they

cannot be used for communication to other designers,

manufacturing engineers, and management personnel. Finally

the design notebooks are private.

To improve design documentation and provide a computer-
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aided tool that supports design understanding and redesign,

Oregon State University's Design Process Research Group has

been concerned with the development of a computer-based

Design History Tool. This Design History Tool records,

represents, and plays back the evolution of the product's

design along with the constraints and decisions that led to

the final configuration.

1.2 Objectives

The goal of this research is to develop a computer-

based Design History Tool. This tool is capable of

recording and representing a history of the design. It

enables designers, manufacturing engineers, and management

personnel to review and examine an existing design

documented in the design history.

A design history is the record of the important

information generated during the design process. In a

design history, the design is recorded and represented so

that, not only can the initial and final states of the

design be reviewed, but also all the important intermediate

states as well. The evolution of designing a mechanical

system, an individual component in a large system, or a

feature of a component, can be traced from the initial

design specifications to its final, manufacturable form.

Maintained in the history are all the major decisions made

throughout the design process. This includes information on
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features of the design that were rejected by the designer as

well as the reasons behind their rejection. Within the

history, it is possible to determine such things as

decision-making processes, constraint dependencies and

design evolution. Thus, with the aid of a design history,

all important aspects of the design and its development

process can be inspected either during the design process or

after its completion.

The primary purpose of developing the Design History

Tool is to aid both design understanding and communication.

Most design understanding is acquired through questioning

and conjecturing about information on design drawings,

hardware, or the knowledge of other engineers. Since the

design history provides not only the "what" of a final

design, but also the "how" and "why" that were involved in

reaching that design, by providing a tool that supports the

direct querying of a design, comprehension can be made more

expedient and more complete. Communication is also

facilitated by quickly and efficiently browsing a design

from any desired viewpoint. A design manager could evaluate

a design by examining not only the final detailed design,

but also the steps that were taken to reach it. Engineers

working on related problems could examine each other's work

and focus directly on only those specific aspects of the

design that affected them.

Another purpose for developing the Design History Tool
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is to support the redesign process. A design is often

modified many times during its life span, and frequently the

modifications are not made by the original designer. It has

been recognized in engineering that the history of design

must be maintained if that design is to be successfully

changed in the future [Brown, 89]. A 1973 survey [Pahl, 84]

conducted in Germany suggested that, in the mechanical

engineering industry, only twenty-five percent of products

are based on original design and the other seventy-five

percent are based on redesigns.

By incorporating the Design History Tool, the process

of redesign would be greatly enhanced. An engineer can

efficiently access the information of interest because the

Tool provides facilities to browse information.

Furthermore, not only will an engineer be able to understand

how a design came into being, he will also be able to

inspect the constraint dependencies. These in turn should

avoid repeating mistakes that were made, give insight on how

the design will be affected by changing or modifying an

existing constraint, and provide evidence to make correct

decisions. The overall effect should be to decrease

redesign time and improve the final design, since the

designer will know both the source and reasoning behind all

previously made design decisions.

The next purpose of this research is to establish

techniques for future development of CAD/CAM systems.
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Future CAD systems should not only aid design generation,

but also provide proper, efficient forms and means for

design documentation. In these systems, design

documentation is not only used to support communication and

redesign activities, but also to facilitate design

generation. Good design documentation can help designers to

organize and externalize their ideas. Also proper archival

and efficient accessibility of design documentation will

free designers from maintaining many complicated

relationships among different aspects of the design, and

greatly reduce the time required to access information.

The development of the Design History Tool must perform

three tasks: capture, representation, and playback.

Capture is needed to obtain the design history information,

the representation must model and store the information, and

the playback supports browsing of the information. This

research mainly focuses on the development of the design

representation and the playback system.

The design representation developed must be capable of

documenting different aspects of design information, from

design artifacts and constraints, to decision-making

processes. It also must be capable of representing

different abstractions of the design information: numeric,

symbolic, or textual. Additionally, the design

representation must be usable throughout the product

development life cycle.
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The playback system must provide facilities to browse

different design information represented in the design

history. It must present information to the user in the

form in which he or she normally uses it [Brown, 89]. Also

it must allow the user to quickly access the information he

or she is interested in.

It is noted that by developing the Design History Tool,

the fundamental techniques of design presentation and

information retrieval for future CAD systems will be

established and significant insight into the way designs are

developed will be obtained.

1.3 Methodology

To construct the Design History Tool, three approaches

have been applied in this research. The first approach is

to develop the design representation from the study and

analysis of videotaped protocol data of two professional

engineers "thinking aloud" as they solved design problems

from ill-defined industrial problem statements to final,

detailed drawings. These protocols were gathered as part of

an earlier study [Ullman, 88a, Stauffer, 87] that developed

a cognitive model of the mechanical design process. Each

protocol is approximately 6 hours long and involves hundreds

of design decisions. One protocol involves the design of a

battery holder for a portable personal computer, which is a

production-oriented problem. This protocol is the basis of
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the examples shown in this thesis. The other protocol

involves the design of a piece of manufacturing equipment

for casting thin organic membranes onto aluminum sheets.

The second approach is to verify the design

representation generated from the first approach, and to

establish the functionalities of the playback system from

the study and analysis of redesign experimental data

[Kuffner, 89, 90]. In these redesign experiments,

professional engineers were given the initial specifications

and final drawings for one of the two protocol problems

mentioned above and asked to solve a series of redesign

problems while thinking aloud. The engineers were

encouraged to ask questions of a second engineer who was

present and who was thoroughly familiar with the previous

design. Each question or conjecture articulated by the

designer was recorded on videotape, analyzed, and

catalogued. These results clarified and verified what

information should be included in the Design History. More

importantly, these results yielded useful information on the

development of the playback system. An important

requirement for the playback system work is to be able to

easily and intuitively answer each of the questions and

support or refute conjectures of the subjects.

The third approach is to evaluate the Design History

Tool by having a third group of engineers use the tool to

carry out design comprehension and redesign tasks. By
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comparing the data from these subjects with a matched group

that is performing the same tasks without the computer-based

design history system, the strengths and weaknesses of the

current system will be determined. This evaluation study is

not included in this thesis.

1.4 Organization

In Chapter 2 of the thesis, an overview of design

history research is presented. This is followed in Chapter

3 by the design issues established for the development of

the Design History Tool. An overview of the Design History

Tool is presented in Chapter 4. This is followed in Chapter

5 by the descriptions of the Design Representation. This

Chapter begins with the discussion of the design history

representation, and then presents the implementation of the

design history knowledge base. In Chapter 6, the major

browsing capabilities of the Playback system are first

illustrated. This is followed by the descriptions of the

major implementation issues in the Playback system. Finally

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and future research for

the Design History Tool.
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

This chapter is organized into three sections. The

first section presents major issues about the development of

design history systems. The second section presents an

overview of previous design history work. The third section

presents two kinds of the design process models:

computational and descriptive. Modelling the design process

is a fundamental issue in the design representation, the

presentation of these models will provide background

information for the design history representation in this

research.

2.1 Issues Of Design History Systems

There are five major issues in the development of

design history systems: coverage of the product lifecycle,

individual versus group design, design artifact

representation, design process representation, and browsing

facilities. It is important to point out that these issues

do not include information capture, since this research only

focuses on design representation and playback.

The first issue, coverage of the product lifecycle,

concerns what stages of the product lifecycle a design

history system supports. For example, some systems support

conceptual design, while others support the whole design

process.
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The second issue, individual versus group design,

concerns whether a design history system supports individual

design activity or group design activity.

The issue of design artifact representation involves

deciding how to represent a product, including assemblies

and components along with their property descriptions

ranging from functionality and geometry to manufacturing

specifications. In addition, it also includes the

relationships among assemblies and components.

The issue of design process representation concerns

ways of representing the process in which a design unfolds.

This includes the representation of design states and design

state changes. "Design state" refers to the description of

a design at any time during the design process. It also

includes the representation of the decision-making process.

In addition, it should capture design rationales and

constraint dependencies.

The last issue concerns what browsing facilities a

design history system should support to help the user

retrieve and playback design information. This includes

what information should be browsed, how efficiently this

information can be retrieved, and how easily the information

can be understood.

2.2 Design History Research

Although only begun in the middle of the 1980's,
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design history research is expanding very rapidly. Several

computer-based design history systems have been developed.

These systems differ from each other in several ways,

including what aspects of design history information are

represented, how the information is represented, and what

facilities are provided for browsing the information. The

following sections present some major developments in these

systems along with the discussions how each system addresses

the five issues described in section 2.1.

2.2.1 gIBIS

The gIBIS system (Graphical Issue Based Information

System) was developed by Microelectronic and Computer

Technology Corporation (MCC) [Conklin, 88]. It was built as

a computer tool to support computer-mediated teamwork.

gIBIS uses the IBIS (Issue Based Information System) model

with some extensions as its representation. It provides

facilities for displaying the IBIS graph structures and

browsing design information.

IBIS was developed by Horst Rittel and his colleagues

for organizing the deliberation process that occurs during

complex decision making [ Rittel, 73]. The IBIS method

organizes a deliberation process into a network of Issues,

Positions, and Arguments as shown in Figure 2.1. An issue

is an identified problem to be resolved by deliberation.

Each issue can have many positions that are proposed
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solutions developed to resolve the issue. And each position

can have any number of arguments that support or oppose that

position. There are various links in IBIS, such as

responds-to, supports, and objects-to. These links connect

the issues, positions, and arguments together to form the

network of the deliberation process. The responds-to link

is used to connect a position to an issue. The supports and

objects-to links are used to connect arguments to their

positions.

Using IBIS, a deliberation begins with someone posting

an issue node, maybe with a position node and some argument

nodes. Others respond to the issue. Some of them may

support the position with their own arguments, while the

others may post other positions, or arguments that support

or oppose any of the positions. New issues that are raised

by the discussion may be posted and linked into the nodes

which most directly suggested them.
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IBIS is a general model of the deliberation process.

It does not directly provide a way to indicate a successful

issue resolution or which position is finally accepted by

the people engaged in the deliberation process. Nor does it

incorporate a method for representing the temporal sequence

of the deliberation process.
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Figure 2.2 gIBIS Data Network

gIBIS adopts the IBIS model as its representation model

with two major extensions. Figure 2.2 presents the gIBIS

data network. It adds Artifacts and Steps to the network of

the Issues, Positions, and Arguments. In addition, it

provides an ability to let an issue "specialize" or

"generalize" other issues, and likewise with positions and

arguments. The Artifacts represent whatever documents and

standard notations are used to represent the design. The

Steps represent the changes that are made to the Artifacts

to revise them toward correctness or completeness [Conklin,

88] .

The most important contribution of the gIBIS project is

that it developed a computer tool which can graphically
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display the IBIS network as a "box-and-arrow" diagram and

allow networked users access to the information network.

gIBIS uses a hypertext system as its environment. The

hypertext system supports multiple users, via a computer

network, and provides linking facilities to allow users to

establish natural, meaningful connections between nodes.

The basic gIBIS interface consists of four parts: a

browser, a structured node index, a control panel, and an

inspect window. The browser is used to display the visual

presentation of the IBIS graph structure, that is, the nodes

and their interconnecting links. The node index provides an

ordered, hierarchical view of the nodes in the current IBIS

network. The network is traversed following main links in

depth-first order starting from each issue. The control

panel is used to extend the tool's functionality beyond

simple node and link creation. The inspecting window is

used to display the attributes and contents of the nodes and

links.

From the above it can be seen that the gIBIS system

mainly supports conceptual design and group design activity.

It represents design artifacts only as textual strings. It

does not support the graphical images of design artifacts.

The design process representation in gIBIS is based on its

decision model: issue, position, argument and links among

these elements. But while all of the design options

considered are listed with arguments in favor and in
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opposition, the decisions are not shown. Furthermore, the

evaluation in the decision-making process is not

represented. In addition, constraint dependencies and the

temporal history of the design process are also not

represented in the system. The major browsing facility

provided by gIBIS is link-based retrieval of issues,

positions, and arguments.

2.2.2 MIKROPLIS

MIKROPLIS is a hypertext software system for handling

textual design information and representing designer's

reasoning [McCall, 89]. It is based on PHI (procedural

hierarchy of issues), and is also an extension of the IBIS

system. PHI extends and refines IBIS, expanding the

definition of "issue" and introducing the concept of

procedure hierarchy into the issue-based system. These

changes have important consequences for improving retrieval

and building large-scale information systems for the design.

PHI connects issues only by a serve relationship,

whereas IBIS uses a variety of inter-issue relationships.

For example, Issue A serves issue B if answering (resolving)

A is useful for answering B. This serve structure changes

the original IBIS data structure into a quasi-hierarchical

structure, but possibly containing both divergent and

convergent branches. This simpler structure then alleviates

some problems in retrieving information from a large complex
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database.

PHI also extends this hierarchical structure to answers

and arguments. The answers in PHI replace the positions in

IBIS. Any issue's resolution may contain a list of answers,

and each answer may have several sub-answers. This

decomposition can be at any level of granularity. The

arguments can be also decomposed. Sub-arguments are the

arguments given for or against another argument. The sub-

arguments can in turn have their own sub-arguments. In

general a deep hierarchy of sub-arguments can be developed.

By using PHI as its basic representation, MIKROPLIS can

manipulate both deliberation and decomposition. For

browsing, the hierarchical approach of PHI is superior to

the unstructured approach of the original IBIS in handling

large and complex collections of data.

MIKROPLIS provides three basic methods for retrieving

information: (1) direct retrieval, (2) link-based retrieval,

and (3) lexicographic retrieval. Direct retrieval finds

nodes by their names. Each node has a name consisting of a

node type, such as issue, and an identifying number, such as

100. Direct retrieval can also retrieve groups of nodes.

Link-based retrieval finds nodes by their relationships to

other nodes. Lexicographic retrieval finds nodes by

embedded sub-string or non-embedded indexed terms.

With respect to the five issues described in section

2.1, MIKROPLIS is similar to gIBIS. The major differences
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between the two systems are: (a) MIKROPLIS does not have a

design artifact representation; (b) it establishes

hierarchical structures for issues, answers, and arguments.

2.2.3 PTTT

In order to support so-called technology transfer,

Digital's Northeast Technology Center at Shresbury developed

a prototype design history System called PTTT, Process

Technology Transfer Tool. The technology transfer defined

by them is an activity involving recording the results of

the decision-making of the source group about some

manufacturing processes and transferring those results to

another group, the target group, in such a form that they

can easily use and modify that information [Brown, 89].

The transfer does not mean actual transfer of the

information, merely transfer of access to it. Also "design"

does not mean a mechanical design, it only refers to the

decisions made about manufacturing processes. The

developers of PTTT believe that success of new product

startup depends on the technology transfer process between

advanced development and manufacturing. The transfer time

affects manufacturing ramp-up time and the time to market.

PTTT is a distributed, multimedia information archival

and retrieval system used to capture manufacturing process

flow. It represents the process flow as a hierarchical

graph where each level of the graph represents the process
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flow at that level. The processes on lower levels are

subprocesses of their ancestors on higher levels. Each node

in the process flow graph is associated with information,

the documents relevant to that process step.

PTTT supports group design activity. It can have

several users at the same time. Security of design history

information can be maintained by the design project leader.

He can set up and modify user access lists that allow or

deny different users access to different parts of the design

process information.

PTTT does not have a representation for design

artifacts. The design artifact information is organized by

chunking (associating and relating) any documents of design

artifacts, such as textual reports and 2D drawings.

PTTT records the history of the information transfer by

version stamping documents. Each modification of a document

is recorded, including when and who made the modification.

Whenever a user modifies a document, he has to enter a note

justifying the change. These notes then store the essence

of the process development history.

A major browsing facility provided by PTTT is keyword

searching. Each document is associated with a set of

keywords. Some of these are automatically assigned whenever

documents are created or modified. The rest are added by

the users. Through this facility, the user can browse the

documents associated with design artifacts and the history
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of manufacturing process flow.

2.2.4 Vmacs

Vmacs is a prototype electronic design notebook, under

development at the Center for Design Research, Stanford

University [Lakin, 89]. It is part of the NASA-funded

project to record the important aspects of the design of the

Space Infrared Telescope facility [Leifer, 87]. The main

goal of Vmacs is to replace traditional design notebooks by

providing a computer medium for the designers to perform

conceptual design as they usually do with paper and pencil.

The Vmacs system is a performance oriented text-and-

graphic editor that separates the image creation from the

image processing. Vmacs does not have a separate text or

graphics editor. When working, the user is free to create

any kind of text or graphics at any time. Then during

processing, the user can process the resulting image in

whatever manner is appropriate to its final state.

Vmacs is being developed to support conceptual design

and individual design activity by giving the designers the

freedom and agility they find with pencil and paper. It

records and maintains all efforts performed by the designers

during the conceptual design in the form of 2-D sketches,

calculations, and design notes. However, this information

is not represented in a form that would allow computational

analysis of the evolving design.
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In the Vmacs system, design artifacts are represented

as 2D sketches and textual strings directly created by the

designer.

Vmacs does not have a representation for the design

process. The design process or history is recorded as

indexed pages of a design notebook created by the designer.

Vmacs does not record or represent the decision-making

process, the design rationales behind each design decision

and the constraint dependencies. To obtain this

information, the development of a Design Rationale Inferring

System is underway. This system is intended to infer the

rationale and to monitor the satisfaction of constraints.

The browsing facility provided by Vmacs is index page

browsing. Vmacs has a page set summarizer that organizes

groups of notebook pages to form a conceptual hierarchy. A

base page is also used that acts as a kind of table of

contents for finding pages in Vmacs. Vmacs also allows the

user to browse through the notebook by first tagging the

notebook with visual markers of the ideas expressed. The

user can leave a tag that indicates which notebook pages are

related to the current one, and which page is the next one.

However the tags are not standard, each user can have

his/her own tags. The variety of the tags may causes

confusion among different users.
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2.2.5 AIDEMS

Another effort in design history research is AIDEMS,

An Intelligent Design Evolution Management System. AIDEMS

is a quite developed computerized Design History System,

built at the University of Illinois, Urbana-champaign

[Thompson, 90]. It has formalized techniques and

methodologies for representing design evolution and has an

X-11 window-system-based user interface for browsing the

design evolution. AIDEMS is written in Common-Lisp and

currently runs on a Symbolics 3640 Workstation.

AIDEMS is developed to support the whole design process

from initial specifications to final design. It supports

individual design activity. In AIDEMS, design artifacts are

represented as assemblies and components corresponding to

the descriptions of a product. However AIDEMS does not

supports the graphical images of design artifacts, it only

represents the properties of design artifacts as textual

strings.

In AIDEMS, the design process is generally modeled as a

process that takes production specifications as input and

yields the product descriptions as output. It views the

design process as a multi-stage and multi-perspective

process, yielding many intermediate product descriptions and

incorporating different product life-cycle perspectives.

The multi-stage aspect of the design process is then

represented and embodied in terms of refinements and
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constraint propagation, and the multi-perspective aspect is

embodied in terms of design process iterations.

AIDEMS has three types of the refinements that produce

intermediate as well as product descriptions: component,

class, and attribute. The component refinements are used to

identify relationships between components and assemblies

used in composing the product descriptions. The class

refinements are used to add details (attributes) to existing

components and assemblies. The attribute refinements are

used to assert values for component and assembly attributes.

The refinements are guided and actually performed by

so-called design strategies and design tactics. The design

strategies are activities_ involving the development of plans

for subsequent design activities, while the tactics involve

the execution of the plan steps resulting in the assertion

of the product descriptions. Both the design strategies and

design tactics can be integrated together during the design

process.

Based on the above methodology, AIDEMS constructs the

design evolution through product descriptions with the

justification links to the records of both the evoking

tactical level design decisions and the strategic level

planning assertions.

AIDEMS provides two facilities for browsing

information. The first facility is to browse the textual

design descriptions. It includes the textual information of
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the design artifacts such as components and assemblies, and

the hierarchical relationships of the design artifacts. The

second facility permits browsing of the rationales for the

refinements. This browsing is through the retrieval of the

design tactics for each refinement that explains how the

refinement occurs and has a link to a specific design

strategy that explains the strategic context of the

refinement assertion.

So far AIDEMS does not support the display of the

design artifact images. It cannot browse constraint

dependencies, because it does not formally represent and

record constraints that are introduced and derived during

the design process. AIDEMS also cannot browse the design

evolution from initial design specifications to intermediate

states as well as the final detailed design. This is

because it does not have a formalized representation for the

intermediate product descriptions. In addition, AIDEMS does

not formally model and represent the decision-making

process, although it uses design tactics to reflect the

partial rationales of the refinements. Thus many forms of

information associated with the decision-making process are

not recorded and represented in the design history, such as

design alternatives, the rationales associated with these

alternatives, and constraint dependencies.
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2.2.6 Spectrum of the design history systems

To summarize the major achievements of the above design

history systems, Table 2.1 presents these design history

systems compared to the issues described in section 2.1.

The first column of the table lists the five issues

concerned with the development of design history systems,

and the rest of columns in the table list how each design

history system addresses these issues.



Issues about
design history
systems

Systems Compared To The Issues

gIBIS MIKROPLIS PTTT Vmacs AIDEMS

coverage of
product
lifecycle

conceptual
design

conceptual
design

manufacturing
process

conceptual
design

all design
stages

individual vs
group

group group group individual individual

design artifacts
representation

text strings none
uninterpreted
2D drawings,
text strings

2D sketches,
text strings

text
strings,
standard
symbols

design process
representation

standard
symbols for
decision
model:
issue,
position,
and
argument.
links among
the
elements.

similar to
gIBIS.
decomposition
of issues,
answers, and
arguments.

each document
is version
stamped. each
modification
is attached a
note
justifying
the change.

uninterpreted
2D sketches,
calculations,
and design
notes.

component,
class, and
attribute
refinements.
design
tactics
perform the
refinements.

browsing
facility

link-based
retrieval.
textual
information
about
issues,
positions,
and
arguments.

link-based
retrieval.
textual
information
about issues,
positions,
and
arguments.

keyword
searching.
process graph
browsing.

index page
browsing.

textual
information
about
artifacts.
rationale
browsing
through the
design
tactics.

Table 2.1 Spectrum Of The Design History Systems
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2.3 The Design Process Models

Engineering design has been performed for centuries.

It is only in the past few decades that the design process

has been studied systematically. Even so, the process of

mechanical design is not well understood [Ullman, 87]. Many

researchers have devoted themselves to studying the design

process in order to develop useful design theory and

methodology. The primary purpose of studying the design

process is to improve the efficiency of the design process

and the quality of the resulting designs.

Through several decades of effort, the consensus seems

to have emerged that the design process may be described by

various stages in which it is perceived as a systematic

process [Pahl and Beitz, 84, Hubka, 82, Ostrofsky, 77,

French, 85, Woodson, 66]. The decomposition of the design

process may vary from one theory to another, but

essentially, it can be broadly classified into four stages:

1. task clarification and definition,

2. conceptual design,

3. preliminary, or embodiment design,

4. final, or detail design.

In the task clarification and definition stage, the

needs are identified and justified, the design

specifications are generated as the output of the stage. In

the conceptual design stage, various concepts that may

satisfy the design specifications are generated, evaluated,
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and compared. As the result of the stage, one or more

promising concepts are selected. The selected concepts are

further analyzed, evaluated and refined to sketches of

layouts or scale layouts in the preliminary or embodiment

design stage. In the detail design stage, the layouts of

the design are developed into manufacturable forms

represented in engineering drawings. In the entire design

process, these stages interact with each other, and there

are feedback loops among the stages, because the design

process is iterative in nature.

The above design process description distinguishes the

various stages of the design process. It reveals one aspect

of the design process, that is, the design process proceeds

in a systematic way. This description of the design

process, however, does not reveal how a design unfolds and

how the design process proceeds from one stage to another.

In addition, it does not specify the design state and how

the state changes. Many efforts have been undertaken to

model this aspect of the design process. Some of them are

mainly for application needs, while the others are for the

more general purpose of design theory and methodology. In

the following sections, two kinds of design process models

are briefly described: computational models and descriptive

models.
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2.3.1 Computational models

Computational models are mainly used in design

automation and expert systems. They serve as the basis for

computer programs that perform design. They model the

design process based on the problem-solving nature of the

design process and the design problems they are applied to.

Currently there are two major types of the computational

models: decomposition models (also known as abstract or

hierarchical refinement) and transformation models.

The decomposition model views the design process as one

of hierarchical decomposition and top-down refinement of a

design problem [Brown, 89, Kota, 89, Ward, 90, Bohren, 89,

Dixon, 87, Irani, 89, Nevill, 90]. In this model, a design

problem can be repeatedly decomposed into subproblems until

the subproblems are solvable as entities without further

decomposition. More generally, it represents the design

process as a sequence of steps, where each step starts with

an incomplete design state and produces another design state

of a greater completeness by refining one of the components

into a more detailed description (which may introduce

subcomponents). But the new state's structure is the same

as the original one [Kott, 89].

The transformational model generally views the design

process as a series of transformations leading from the

design specifications to an implementation [Mostow, 85]. It

converts a specification to an implementation via a sequence
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of correctness-preserving transformation from one complete

description to another. Unlike the decomposition model, a

single transformation may operate on several components at

once. An example of a transformation is the mapping from

functional structure to physical descriptions of the design

[Ulrich, 87]. Kott et al. [Kott, 89] explain that the

transformation model represents the design process as a

sequence of steps, where each step starts with a design

state and produces another design state of the same degree

of completeness by replacing a part of the design structure

with a different substructure. The new design state has a

structure that is different from the one in the previous

state.

Both of models are design-problem dependent. The

decomposition model is suitable for so-called decomposable

problems in which design artifacts can be subdivided into

parts or subsystems with relatively weak interactions among

them. While the transformation model is suitable for so-

called monolithic problems in which design artifacts have

strong connections among their components [Kott, 89]. In

such problems, the design artifacts cannot be a priori

subdivided into a number of relatively weakly connected

subsystems or parts. The interactions that exist in the

artifact are so uniformly strong across its entire structure

that every design step may necessitate revision of the

previously designed parts of the artifact.
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2.3.2 Descriptive models

In 1985, an interdisciplinary group, consisting of

mechanical engineers, computer scientists, and psychologists

was formed at Oregon State University. The main objectives

of this group were to improve design theory and methodology

and to develop models for future CAD systems. One of the

most important early accomplishments of the group was the

study of the mechanical design process by analyzing the data

taken from videotape protocols of mechanical engineers

solving non-routine design problems [Stauffer, 87, 88,

Ullman, 87]. This study yielded significant findings that

improved understanding of the design process and verified

and improved conventional design theory and methodology.

Based on the results of the study, a model of the design

process was developed, which is called the task/episode

accumulation model (TEA model) [Ullman, 88].

In the TEA model, the design process proceeds by

applying primitive operators in meaningful sequences called

episodes that identify or execute design tasks. The

primitive operators are primitive information processes that

modify the design state by performing calculations, creating

new proposed designs, evaluating proposed designs, and

making decisions to accept or reject proposed designs.

There are ten primitive operators in the TEA model such as

"create", "select", "accept", and "reject".

An episode is a sequence of operator applications that
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addresses and accomplishes some primitive goal. The TEA

model has six types of episodes: assimilation, plan,

specification, repair, verification, and documentation. The

nature and the scope of the primitive goals changes as the

design unfolds. It varies from very abstract and general to

concrete and specific. For example, initially a primitive

goal might be to select a source of power for a machine.

Later a primitive goal could be to determine the tolerance

on the shaft diameter. A collection of related primitive

goals is called a task, which can be also generally

described as a goal of larger scope. There are four types

of tasks in the TEA model: conceptual design, layout design,

detail design, and catalog selection.

The TEA model identified two essential parts of the

design process, design state and design state change,

although it did not formally represent them. In the model,

the design state contains all information about the evolving

design including problem specifications, additional

constraints introduced by the designer, proposed designs,

and so on. The design state change is embodied through the

episodes during which the primitive operators are applied to

modify the design state.

The TEA model is a descriptive model of how the design

process unfolds. It has been used as a basis for the

development of the representation of the Design History

Tool.
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3. DESIGN ISSUES FOR THE DESIGN HISTORY TOOL

To fulfill the objectives of the Design History Tool,

several design issues have been identified for the Design

History Tool. These issues were based on studying the

videotape protocols of the mechanical engineers solving non-

routine design problems (Stauffer, 87, 88] and the results

of the redesign experiments (Kuffner, 89, 90] (a subset of

the results is described in Appendix I).

Design issue 1:

The Design History Tool supports the whole design

process. As described in section 2.2, most of the design

history systems such as gIBIS and Vmacs only support

conceptual design. The philosophy behind these design

history systems was based on the fact that conceptual design

is an important stage of the design process. In this

research, however, the Design History Tool will not only

support conceptual design but also layout and detail design,

since important design information is also generated during

these two stages. The information, in turn, is useful for

design understanding and redesign which has been verified by

the results of the redesign experiments [Kuffner, 89]. In

these experiments almost half of the questions and

conjectures were related to the design information generated

during the layout and detail design stages. The results

indicated that recording the design information generated
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only in conceptual design is not enough to support design

understanding and redesign. It is necessary to develop a

design history system that supports the whole design

process.

Design issue 2:

The Design History Tool supports individual design

activity. The main reason for limiting the Design History

Tool to supporting individual design activity in this

research is to take advantage of the protocol data

[Stauffer, 87] and the results of the redesign experiments

[Kuffner, 89]. Both the protocol data and the results of

the redesign experiments were produced from individual

designs.

Design issue 3:

Design artifacts need to be accurately represented.

This representation includes assemblies, components and

features, along with their property descriptions ranging

from functions, physical properties, and geometry to

manufacturing specifications. In addition, the

representation needs to maintain the relationships among

design artifacts. Furthermore, the representation should be

capable of representing design artifacts in different

languages and at different levels of abstraction. During

the design process, different languages are used to describe

design artifacts such as free text, symbolic strings,

numeric equations, and engineering drawings. Also during
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the evolution of the design, different levels of abstraction

of design information are used to gradually refine the

design. For example, in the protocol data of the battery

contact design [Stauffer, 87], the designer first determined

that the thickness of the isolating walls had to be "thin".

Later he refined the thickness as "0.03 inch".

Design issue 4:

The design state and design state change must be

represented. Since the Design History Tool will be used in

a broad range of mechanical design problems, a domain- and

problem-independent model of the design process needs to be

established. Through the study of the protocol data of the

design process and based on the TEA model described

previously in section 2.3.2, it was concluded that any

design process can be domain-independently described by two

essential cores: design state and design state change. A

series of the design states from the beginning of the design

to final design and a series of the processes of the design

state changes account for the history of the design.

Therefore, the design representation must have a capability

for representing the design state and design state change.

Design issue 5:

The decision-making process must be represented. The

decision-making process is an essential process in

mechanical design. The information generated during the

process is crucial for design understanding and redesign.
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To model the decision-making process, information such as

design alternatives, evaluation of each alternative,

constraint dependencies, and design rationale must be

captured and properly represented. As described in section

2.2, gIBIS and MIKROPLIS use issue, position (or answer),

and argument to model the decision-making process. In their

models, design alternatives are represented and a fraction

of design rationale is captured as arguments in favor of and

in opposition to the alternatives. However, the evaluation

of each alternative and the constraint dependencies are not

formally represented in these models. In addition, while

all of the design alternatives considered are listed, the

decisions are not shown. Specifically, these systems do not

show which alternative is selected, why it is selected, and

why other alternatives are rejected. This information,

however, is crucial for design understanding and redesign.

Design issue 6:

The design representation must be open-ended and

extensible. Since design is an important area of innovation

and new techniques are continually introduced in the design

process, the representation must support the extensibility

of user-defined terminologies, functional evaluations,

technologies, and conceptual generalizations.

Design issue 7:

The playback system must present design information in

a format that the user can easily understand, investigate,
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and browse. This includes presenting proper terminology

consistent with the terms that engineers use and providing

different user interfaces for displaying different design

information and supporting smooth user interaction.

Design issue 8:

The playback system must be capable of displaying the

images of design artifacts. As described in section 2.2,

most of the design history systems do not support display of

the images of design artifacts. However, in mechanical

engineering, sketches and engineering drawings play an

important role in design and communication. Based on their

research, Ullman et al. [Ullman, 89] have summarized the

importance of drawing in mechanical design. Some of their

conclusions are presented as follows:

1. drawing (including sketching and engineering

drawing) is the preferred method of external data

representation by mechanical engineering designers;

2. drawing is a necessary extension of visual imagery

used in mechanical design.

It was also observed in the redesign experiments that the

questions asked and the conjectures made about the designs

are usually from the engineering drawings. The

modifications made during the redesign are also often

embodied in and then evaluated from those visual

descriptions.

Design issue 9:
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The playback system needs to provide browsing

facilities for answering the questions and confirming the

conjectures in the redesign experiments [Appendix I]. In

this research, the browsing capabilities to be established

are based on the results of the redesign experiments. To

answer the questions and confirm the conjectures the

engineers had in these experiments, the playback system must

present design artifacts in terms of entities of assembly,

component, and feature along with information on geometry,

topology, functionality, physical property, and

manufacturing specifications. In addition, the playback

system must present information on the design process,

including design alternatives, design rationale, and design

evolution. To facilitate redesign and avoid introducing

design flaws, the playback system also needs to present

information on constraint dependencies.
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4. OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN HISTORY TOOL

This chapter presents a general description of the

Design History Tool. It is organized in two major sections.

The first section describes the environment of the Design

History Tool. The second section presents an overview of

the subsystems of the Design History Tool.

4.1 The Design History Tool Environment

Figure 4.1 presents the architecture of the Design

History Tool. Currently, the Design History Tool runs on

Sun workstations. It is implemented under HyperClass, an

object-oriented programming environment that was developed

by Schlumberger Technologies [Smith, 88a, 88b, 88c]. To

enable the Design History Tool to have capabilities for

displaying three dimensional graphical images of design

artifacts and allowing user interaction with the displays,

the Vantage package was integrated into HyperClass [Charon,

89]. Vantage [Balakumar, 88] is a solid modeling system

that was developed by Carnegie Mellon University. Both

HyperClass and Vantage run under Lucid Common Lisp.

4.1.1. Object-oriented programming

Object-oriented programming is a new form of

programming that has been found useful in engineering

applications. Its power and advantages immensely facilitate
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Figure 4.1 Architecture Of The Design History Tool

the management, modeling, and manipulation of complex

engineering data. It has two significant advantages over

traditional programming, particularly in the applications of

mechanical design and manufacturing.

The first advantage is that object-oriented programming

supports direct modeling. It allows objects or entities in

the "real world" to be directly modeled and represented as

objects or entities in the database. This one-to-one

correspondence between the "real world" objects and database

objects immensely simplifies the process of modeling and

representing the engineering data. Therefore the

representation is meaningful and transparent to the
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engineering applications.

The second advantage is that object-oriented

programming allows much more of the data semantics to be

expressed and managed as part of the database. This is

important for capturing the complex semantics of engineering

data, particularly, design and manufacturing data, and for

improving the level of the data integrity within the

database [Spooner, 90].

Object-oriented programming has four fundamental

concepts or techniques [Smith, 88b]:

1. encapsulated object representation,

2. distinction between classes and instances,

3. inheritance, and

4. procedure invocation.

In object-oriented programming, a model is organized

around a structure called an object. An object is a record

structure that encapsulates data (or properties) and

procedures (or behaviors) in a single entity. Each object

or entity in the application domain can be directly

represented as an object in the program. The object in the

program is referenced by a name that can be the same used in

the application domain.

In correspondence with the application domain, each

object has encapsulated property slots that are used to

describe the object. The values of the slots may be English

text, numerical quantities, lisp procedures, bitmaps of
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graphic images, or the names of other objects. Each slot

may also have facets in which further information can be

located. The facets are used describe the slot and its

value. Figure 4.2 presents an example of an object frame.

H-TEMPLATE2.EXAMPLE-OBJECT <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>
OBJECT: EXAMPLE-OBJECT
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: DESIGN
TYPE: INDIVIDUAL
Edited: 21-4r-91 11:45:20 PDT
SLOT-1[OBJECT]:
SLOT-2[TEXT]:
SLOT-3[EXPR]:
SLOT-ALISP]:

By: Chena

Figure 4.2 An Example Of An Object Frame

A generalized facet for each slot, for example, is

datatype. It is used to indicate the category of the slot

value. As shown in example-object, the datatype of slot-1

is ob ect. This means the value of slot-1 will be the name

of another object (or a list of such names). The datatype

of slot-2 is text. This means the value of the slot-1 will

be a textual string. Since the datatype of the slot-3 is

expr, the value of the slot will be a symbolic expression.

The slot-4 has a lisp datatype. This means the slot will

contain a procedure or method that performs some desired

behaviors of the object.

Within object-oriented programming, a distinction is
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made between a class object and instance object. A class

object defines the properties and behaviors common to a set

of objects. While an instance describes an element of a

class object. It possesses its own properties which are

different from those of the other elements in the class

object. Each class object may have subclass and

(sub)subclass objects. The instance object, however, has no

descendants. It only denotes a particular, unique,

individual of the class. This distinction reflects the

various abstractions of the entities in the application

domain and facilitates the representation of the variety of

the abstractions.

Object-oriented programming provides a number of

mechanisms for capturing domain relationships among objects.

The is-a relation or taxonomic relationship is embodied by

the relationship between the class and instance objects in

the system. This relationship is specified by the

GENERALIZATIONS slot in the object as shown in Figure 4.2,

which contains the parent of that particular object. One

significant feature of object-oriented programming is that

it not only captures the relationship but also provides a

powerful mechanism that allows each instance to inherit the

properties and behaviors from its class object.

For example, the concept of decision, which is

fundamental to mechanical design, can be represented as a

class object, called decision. This class object represents
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a generic decision which has a common set of characteristics

shared by all decisions. Each particular decision made by

the designer is then represented as an instance of the

decision class object. By inheritance, the instance

decision can inherit all of the properties and behaviors

from the decision class object, and it only needs to

represent its own properties.

Object-oriented programming allows an instance to have

multiple parents. This kind of instance can inherit all the

properties and behaviors of its multiple parents. The

inheritance of properties is one of the most powerful

features offered by object-oriented programming. It greatly

reduces the amount of information needed to describe each

object.

Procedure invocation in object-oriented programming is

through message passing. A procedure is distinguished by

its name. It is associated with an object's slot or facet

by using its name as the value of the slot or facet. By

sending a message to the slot or facet, the specific

behavior defined by the procedure is performed. Procedure

invocation via message passing helps to insulate the user of

an object from the implementation of its behavior.

Responsibility for understanding how to exhibit a particular

behavior is placed in the object itself. It need not spread

into the code that performs the behavior. Since procedures

are inherited in the same manner as other properties, it is
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easy to build the required characteristics for a knowledge-

based system.

4.1.2 HyperClass

HyperCiass was developed to support the construction

and maintenance of knowledge-based systems. It includes

three subsystems: Strobe, MetaClass, and Impulse-86. Strobe

[Smith, 88b] is an object-oriented programming language

built inside of Lucid Common Lisp. It provides all the

facilities of an object-oriented system as described in the

previous section

MetaClass [Smith, 88c] was developed as an interface

for Strobe that allows users to model their knowledge bases

directly without being concerned with the intricacies of

lower level programming. The interface consists various

editors that can be used to build or modify knowledge bases.

Each of the editors allows user interaction through sets of

menus.

Impulse-86 [Smith, 88a] is an interface-building tool.

MetaClass, for example, is built from Impulse-86. It

provides a general and extensible substrate upon which to

construct a wide variety of interactive user interfaces.

Impulse-86 is implemented in Strobe, and it exploits the

Generic Window system as its base. The Generic Window

system is a portable window interface for Common Lisp.
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4.1.3 Vantage

Vantage is a solid modeling system that allows the user

to create, store, and manipulate three dimensional (3-D)

objects given the necessary symbolic information about the

objects [Balakumar, 88]. In Vantage, the collection of all

data items, such as surfaces, edges, cameras, and light

sources that describe the objects and their relationships is

stored as a geometric database. Both system-defined and

user-defined functions form the geometric engine.

Vantage describes solid objects through their pre-

defined primitives such as cuboid, cylinder, cone, sphere,

and other shape primitives. These primitives have a certain

number of parameters that define them. A simple object is

created by directly using these primitives. The creation is

through giving the name of the shape and specifying the

values of the parameters. The internal representation of

the created object is a csg-node (Constructive Solid

Geometry node).

A complex object is constructed by applying boolean

operations on the primitives. The boolean operations

available in Vantage are union, intersection, difference,

and inverse. In addition, solid objects can also be moved

(i.e., translated to a different position within the

relevant coordinate system) or deleted. Each operation

(except for inverse) takes a pair of existing csg-nodes and

generates a third. In this way, a Constructive Solid



Geometry Tree (csg-tree) is constructed that specifies how

the object is created, and stores all the nodes and node

operations in the tree structure. Figure 4.3 presents an

example of the csg-tree (from Balakumar, 88).

::\ //7
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Figure 4.3 An Example Of A Csg-Tree

After a csg-node is created, Vantage creates a

boundary-representation (B-rep) for the object represented

by the csg-node. This representation consists of vertexes,

edges, faces, and body frames. The display of the object in

Vantage is through defining a 3-D scene and projecting the

scene on the screen. The defined scene contains a

collection of solids, environmental conditions (e.g.

lighting conditions), and viewing conditions.

Vantage exploits Framekit as its representation system.

Framekit is a frame-based system. It is used to represent
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all of the internal structures of Vantage and the user-

created geometric databases. A frame, like an object in

object-oriented programming, is a multi-level data

structure. Each frame can have any number of slots while

each slot can have any number of facets.

4.2 Overview of Subsystems

The Design History Tool has three subsystems: Data

Entry, Design Representation, and Playback, as shown in

Figure 4.1. The Data Entry system is developed to

consistently enter the design information taken from the

video recorded protocols into the Design History Tool. The

video tapes are watched and the needed data is logged on

paper. This data is checked by a second researcher before

entry. Although such data entry is laborious, it is thought

necessary for initial test of the efficacy of the Design

History Tool.

The Design Representation system is used to represent

and store design information in a design history knowledge

base. It provides formal and semi-formal languages for

describing the design process and it has a fairly complete

set of facilities for documenting design artifacts,

decision-making processes and constraints. The Design

Representation also provides mechanisms for specifying and

maintaining complex relationships such as design hierarchy,

constraint dependencies, design evolution, and design
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rationales behind design decisions. It is open-ended and

extensible. It allows users to define and add their own

terms, generalized concepts, and problem-solving techniques.

The Playback system is developed to help designers,

manufacturing engineers, and management personnel review and

examine an existing design. It provides facilities for the

users to browse and retrieve the design information

represented in the Design Representation system. It

provides various interfaces that make the browsing and

retrieval easier for the users. These interfaces present

design information in a format that the users can easily

understand.

In the remainder of the thesis, the Design

Representation and Playback subsystems will be discussed in

detail.
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5. DESIGN REPRESENTATION SYSTEM

This chapter presents a description of the Design

Representation system. It begins with a discussion of the

representation of the design history. Then it presents the

implementation of the design history knowledge base. The

development of the Design Representation system is based on

the design issues identified in Chapter 3 and previous

efforts by [Ullman, 88a, 88b, Tikkerpuu, 88, 89, Kuffner,

89, 90, McGinnis, 89, 90].

5.1 Design History Representation

Generally, the design process can be described as

follows. At any time in the design process, the state of

the design is given by the current configuration of the

design objects and the constraints affecting them.

Initially the state consists of the original design

specifications, which are usually abstract functional

requirements along with specific spatial or geometric

limitations. By the end of the design process, the state of

the design is represented as the refined design objects with

fully-defined functionalities, physical properties,

geometry, and manufacturing specifications. The state of

the design refers to the characteristics of the design at

any given point in time throughout the design process.

During the evolution of the design, many decisions are
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made. Each decision involves reasoning about one or more

existing constraints to produce new derived constraints.

These derived constraints subsequently affect some features

of a design object or some relationship between design

objects. In this way, the design objects, along with their

respective constraints define the state of the design. The

changes from one design state to another occur via design

decisions. Design decisions embody the process of the

design state changes, and each design decision constitutes

the smallest unit of the temporal design history.

By chronicling these design decisions and constraints,

the process of the design can be recorded, and both the

state of the design and the design changes can be accounted

for.

Thus, the design history representation is composed of

three fundamental elements: design objects, constraints, and

decisions. These three elements interact together as

depicted in Figure 5.1. Each of these three is detailed

below.

5.1.1 Design objects

Design objects represent the physical artifacts of the

design.\ They have three distinct levels: assembly,

component, and feature, which correspond to the different

levels of descriptions of a product.

Attached to the design objects are the features of the
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Figure 5.1 Design History Representation

design. Features, in this research, are generally defined

as any particular or specific characteristic of a design

object that contains or relates information about that

object. The features usually consist of dimensional

parameters such as length or width; functional descriptions

such as purpose or behavior; physical properties such as

mass or stress; manufacturing specifications such as

tolerances or surface finish; and composite features that

construct the components of the design.

The features are attached to design objects according

to the level of the design objects they describe. At each

level of design objects, only those global features

associated to that level are included. For example, a

design object at the assembly level may have features such

as overall purpose and behavior, overall dimensional

parameters, and assembly methods and sequences. A design

object at the component level may also have features such as
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function and behavior and dimensional parameters. In

addition, it may have manufacturing specifications such as

material, overall tolerance, heat-treatment, and surface

finish.

It is important to note that the features that describe

the relationships among the design objects, including

geometric and technical, are also arranged according to the

levels of the design objects they specify. The

relationships among the assemblies in a product, for

example, are included in assembly level design objects. The

relationships among the components in an assembly are

contained in component level design objects.

From the above, it can be seen that the design object

representation directly corresponds to the different levels

of description of a product that exist in current design

practice. It explicitly describes design artifacts in terms

of assemblies, components, and features consistent with the

terminology used by engineers. Furthermore it not only

represents the information associated with design artifacts,

but also locates this information in proper design objects.

5.1.1.1 Features

A variety of definitions of "feature" have been made by

CAD/CAM researchers according to their applications (see

Appendix II). These researchers either define features

solely as geometric entities or geometric entities
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associated with the design and manufacturing process. Some

researchers have recognized the limitations of these

definitions. Dixon et al. expanded their feature definition

from geometry only to both form and function entities

[Dixon, 89]. Shah et al. defined features as "recurring

patterns of information related a part's description" [Shah,

87, 89]. Based on this definition, they have classified

three types of features: form features, precision features,

and material 'features.

In this research, features are defined as any

particular or specific characteristic of a design object

that contains or relates information about that object.

This definition of a feature is consistent with the role

that features play in the descriptions of the design

objects. For example, composite features describe the

configuration of the design objects, that is, how the design

objects are constructed. Functional features describe the

purpose or behavior of the design objects, while

manufacturing features describe how the design objects

should be fabricated.

5.1.1.2 Design primitives

In this research, primitive shapes are provided. These

shapes, such as slab, slot, groove, hole, and step hole are

higher level entities than the standard shapes provided by

solid modelling systems, such as cube and cylinder. The
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purpose of providing these design primitives is to provide

proper entities that are consistent with the terminology

used by engineers. Each primitive has fully-defined

geometry, dimensional parameters, and topology. Unlike the

features used by other systems, the design primitives are

domain independent. This is required by the Design History

Tool, since it is to be used in any domain of mechanical

engineering.

5.1.1.3 Hierarchical and generic relationships

Two structural relationships among the design objects

have been identified in the design object representation.

One is a hierarchical or part-of relationship; the other is

a generic or kind-of relationship. The hierarchical

relationship is a common structure that exists in mechanical

designs. It reveals the structure in which assemblies are

decomposed into subassemblies and components, and components

are decomposed into their composite features.

The generic relationship is a kind of taxonomic

relationship among the design objects. It specifies a class

of the design objects that have same or similar

functionality, configuration, and manufacturing

specifications. An example of the generic relationship is

the bottom-case component of the battery contact design

shown in Appendix III. In the bottom-case, there are two

composite features called "left isolating wall" and "right
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isolating wall". The two isolating walls are used to

separate three batteries to prevent them from emitting

corrosive material. The two isolating walls share many

properties including functionality and geometry, the only

difference is their locations in the bottom-case.

The above two relationships have been implemented in

the design object representation. The details of the

implementation will be presented in section 5.2.1.2.

5.1.2 Constraints

The most fundamental pieces of the design state are the

design constraints. Each constraint specifies or limits a

feature of a design object or describes a certain

relationship between the features of two or more design

objects. While the design objects provide the "vocabulary"

of the design state, it is the design constraints that

provide the "sentences" that actually describe the state.

For example, to represent the fact that the diameter of a

battery is 1.3 inches, it is necessary to have a design

object called a "battery" with a feature called the

"diameter". Then, one can write a constraint indicating

that "battery.diameter = 1.3 inches". Thus the design

objects with their respective constraints define the

specific state of the design at whatever stage the design

may be in.
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5.1.2.1 Constraint source

Constraint source denotes the origin of a constraint.

There are three sources for the constraints: given, derived,

and introduced.

Given constraints are those dictated to the designer

from external sources such as design specifications,

adjacent or connecting designs, or clients. The given

constraints are usually received by the designer at the

beginning of the design as part of initial specifications,

which define the beginning state of the design. Given

constraints can also be added at any time during the design

process, however.

Derived constraints are generated inside the design

space during the design process. They are intrinsic to the

design being worked on. On the one hand, as the results of

design decisions, they specify the values of design object

features and embody the design state change. On the other

hand, they affect the design by imposing limitations on any

future design decisions.

Introduced constraints are those that are brought into

the design process by the designer from outside the design

space and not derived from any other constraints. The

introduced constraints typically include the designer's

domain knowledge, handbooks, and other "domain knowledge"

sources.
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5.1.2.2 Constraint role

To formally represent the constraints, another

classification of the constraints was also developed, called

the "constraint role". The constraint role is determined by

the kind of feature of a design object that is being

Constraint Role

Function:
(purpose, behavior, physical property)

Form:
(shape, dimension, geometric property,
connection)

Production:
(heat treatment, surface finish, clearance,
tolerance, material, production number,
assembly method, assembly sequence,
manufacturing method, manufacturing
sequence)

Object Management:
(create object, modify object, delete
object, restore object)

Figure 5.2 Classification Of Constraint Role

affected by the constraint. Four top level categories or

roles of the constraints have been identified: function,

form, production, and design object management. Further

classification of these categories has also been developed.

For example, form constraints are further divided into

shape, dimension, geometric property, and connection.

Figure 5.2 presents the classification of the constraint

roles. Each of the constraint roles is detailed below.

Function constraints describe the functionalities of
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the design objects. From Figure 5.2 it can be seen that

they are further divided into purpose, behavior, and

physical property. This separation of the function

constraints is partially consistent with the separation

identified and used by Hubka (Hubka, 84]. Hubka separated

the function constraints into purpose constraints and

behavior constraints. The reason for adding physical

property constraints is that physical properties such as

stress, force, deflection, deformation, etc. also describe

the functionality of the design objects.

The distinction between purpose constraints and

behavior constraints is subtle. Purpose constraints specify

the intended requirements of the design objects, while

behavior constraints specify the manner in which the design

objects accomplish their purposes. Purpose constraints

describe what the design objects are supposed to do, while

behavior constraints describe how the design objects act or

behave within the design. For example, in the battery

contact design protocol, the purposes of the spring contact

are to hold three batteries in place and to electrically

connect the batteries to the PC board, but its behavior is

to exert a force upon the battery's end.

Physical property constraints specify the functional

parameters of the design objects such as load, speed,

acceleration, stress, friction, deformation, and so on.

These functional parameters are required to have proper
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values to accomplish the purposes of the design objects or

to properly perform the behaviors of the design objects.

Physical property constraints are used to define the values

of the functional parameters for those purposes.

Form constraints describe the configuration of the

design objects, including shapes, dimensions, geometric

properties, and connections, as shown in Figure 5.2. Shape

constraints specify the shapes of the design objects, while

dimensional constraints specify the parameters corresponding

to the shapes of the design objects. Each shape has its own

dimensional parameters. For example, a slab has length,

width, and height parameters, while a cylinder has radius

and height parameters. Geometric constraints describe the

orientation and location relationships between the design

objects. Examples of the geometric relationships are

"coplanar surfaces", "angle between axis", and "distance

between surfaces". Connection constraints specify the way

or method by which design objects connect to each other. An

example from the battery contact design protocol is the

connection between the bottom -case and cover (see Appendix

III). The cover is connected to the bottom-case by sliding

the cover onto the bottom-case along two sides.

Production constraints specify the assembly and

manufacturing specifications for the design objects. These

constraints describe how the design objects should be

fabricated and put together. Currently, the production
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constraints have been further divided into ten sub-

categories. They are heat treatment, surface finish,

clearance, tolerance, material, production number, assembly

method, assembly sequence, manufacturing method, and

manufacturing sequence, see Figure 5.2.

Design object management constraints specify the

creation, modification, deletion, and restoration of the

design objects. A creation constraint is used to create a

new design object in a design, including specifying the

design object name and the hierarchical relationship between

the newly created design object and other design objects.

Modification constraints are used to change the design

object name and the hierarchical relationships among design

objects or specify the hierarchical relationship among

design objects if they have not been specified by the

creation constraints.

A deletion constraint is used to remove a design object

from the design. This deletion not only removes the

specified design object but also removes all of its children

design objects, if any. Also it removes the constraints and

decisions that are related to the deleted design objects.

In the computer implementation, however, this deletion does

not really erase the deleted design objects along with their

constraints and decisions from the design history knowledge

base, because a history must describe all steps in the

design process, not just the final design.
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The restore constraints are just the reverse of the

deletion constraints. A restore constraint will restore a

deleted design object into the design along with its

children objects and the constraints and decisions related

to those design objects.

5.1.3 Constraint expressions

To provide formal and semi-formal languages for

constraint representation, constraint expressions have been

developed. They are used to provide standard forms to

express or represent the constraints at any state during the

design process. Four constraint expressions have been

developed: equational, inequality, graphical, and textual.

Each constraint can be then represented in one of the

expressions. The development of the constraint expressions

is not only used to represent the constraints but also to

enable the manipulation of the constraints in the computer

implementation.

5.1.3.1 Equational expressions

Equational expressions are used to represent the

constraints that specify exact numeric values for features

of design objects or describe equal numeric relationships

among different features of design objects. An equational

expression can be as simple as "A = value" or as complicated

as a stress equation or beam deflection equation. A simple
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example of an equality constraint is "the thickness of

isolating wall is equal to 0.03 inches". This constraint

can be represented as "isolating-wall.thickness = 0.03

inches". Another example is the cantilever beam deflection

equation. The deflection equation can be represented as

"deflection = force * beam length" 3 / (48 * elastic-modulus

* beam-moment-inertia)".

5.1.3.2 Inequality expressions

Inequality expressions are used to represent the

constraints that specify a range or subset of numeric values

for the features of the design objects or to describe

unequal relationships among different features of the design

objects. Numeric operators used in the inequality

expression are " < ", " > ", and "<>" (not equal). An example

of an inequality constraint is "the thickness of the

isolating wall must less than 0.04 inches". This constraint

can be then represented as "isolating-wall.thickness < 0.04

inches".

5.1.3.3 Graphical expressions

Graphical expressions are used to describe constraints

that specify the geometric or spatial relationships among

the design objects, called geometric constraints. Typical

geometric constraints include "the distance between the left

surface of the isolating wall and the right surface of the
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side wall is 0.48 inches", or "these two datum lines, front

and back pivot, are parallel".

There are two key elements in geometric constraints:

reference and relation. The reference tells what parts

(e.g. faces, axes, etc.) of design objects are being

related, while the relation describes how the references are

related. Since this research is concerned with 3-

dimensional design objects, the references are surfaces,

axes, points, and edges. The possible relations are

coplanar, distance between, angle between, parallel,

perpendicular, co-axial, colinear, and so on. From the

references, the graphical expressions are further divided

into subclasses: surface, axis, point, edge, and any

combination of them such as surface-axis, point-edge. From

the relations, each of the above sub-classes is also divided

into sub-subclasses. For example, the surface subclass can

be divided into: distance between surfaces, perpendicular

surfaces, angle between surfaces, and so on.

Through the graphical expressions, a geometric

constraint can be then formally represented. For instance,

the above two examples of geometric constraints, "the

distance between the left surface of the isolating wall and

the right surface of the side wall is 0.48 inches", and

"these two datum lines, front and back pivot, are parallel",

can be represented respectively by the distance-between-

surfaces and axes-parallel expressions. This representation
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enables the manipulation of the geometric constraints in the

computer implementation. This will be discussed in Chapter

6.

5.1.3.4 Textual expressions

Textual expressions are used to represent the

constraints that specify features of design objects in a

textual format. Examples of these constraints are "keep the

thickness of the isolating wall as small as possible", or

"the purpose of the isolating wall is to separate the

batteries". By analyzing the syntax of these constraints

and comparing the syntax with the features that the

constraints specify, it is observed that some of the

constraints, although they can not be formally represented,

can be structurally represented. For instance, the purpose

constraint, "the purpose of the isolating wall is to

separate the batteries", can be structurally represented in

a predicate form that contains an object (isolating wall)

performing an action, a verb (separate) specifying the

action, a receiver of the action (batteries), and

compliments, or adverbial modifiers that further describe

the action.

Based on this observation, textual expressions have

been developed to represent the constraints that can specify

features of design objects in a predicate form. Currently,

textual expressions have five different forms:
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Structure Textual Constraints

Object object performing action
Action event or behavior occurring
Receiver object receiving or affected

by action
Location where action occurs
Actionqualifier descriptors of action

Figure 5.3 Structure Of Purpose/behavior Expression

purpose/behavior, production, connection, clearance, and

object management. Each of these (except production) is

used to express constraints of the corresponding type. For

example, the purpose/behavior structure is used to express

the purpose or behavior constraints. The production

structure is used to express the manufacturing and assembly

sequences. Additional structures can be added as needed.

Each structure has its own computer implementation that fits

the corresponding constraints. As an example, the

purpose/behavior structure is shown in Figure 5.3.

This structure was developed from that prescribed in

[Rich, 83] and also observed by [Lai, 87]. The object

argument refers to a design object that is performing an

action. The action argument denotes what action is being

performed or achieved. The receiver argument denotes the

recipient of the action. The action is further described in
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terms of an action location, where the action occurs, and

some action qualifiers, adverbial modifiers of the action.

Through the structure, the purpose constraint, "the

purpose of the isolating wall is to separate the batteries",

can be structurally represented. The object argument is

"isolating-wall", the action is "separate", and the receiver

is "batteries". Since no further information is provided by

the constraint, the location and action-qualifier arguments

remain unspecified.

The purposes of the development of structured

expressions are to provide formalized structures and

consistent formats for those constraints and to allow for a

more refined examination of the constraints by these

structures, rather than just textual strings. In addition,

structure expressions provide potential for future formal

representation of those constraints.

5.1.4 Decisions

In addition to the efforts described previously in

Chapter 2, some other efforts have also been undertaken to

model the decision-making process. Smith et al. [Smith, 87]

modeled decision making as evaluation, refinement, or a

mixture of both. Evaluation involves the selection of the

best solution from a set of alternatives. Refinement refers

to the process where the "optimal" definition of a feasible

alternative is developed. This provides the values of the
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design variables that simultaneously satisfy the

requirements and achieve the goal optimally. Mostow

[Mostow, 85] modeled decision making as choice sets. A

decision is made by evaluating design alternatives according

to the criteria identified and then selecting an acceptable

alternative.

In this research, the decision-making process is

modeled as a process by which new derived constraints are

created to change the design state, see Figure 5.1. A

decision is made by considering some previously existing

constraints to evaluate design alternatives. Based on the

evaluation, decision operators are applied to produce one or

more new derived constraints. The constraints that are

input into the decision can be given, derived, or

introduced. The resulting constraints are always some new,

derived constraints that change the state of the design in

some way, that is, the design objects or their features are

specified, or modified. In this way, design decisions

represent the process of the design state changes. Thus

each design decision constitutes the smallest unit of the

temporal design history. The design history then consists

of an ordered sequence of design decisions.

To implement this model of the decision-making process,

each decision is represented by six elements:

1. input constraints,

2. design alternatives,
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3. evaluation,

4. resulting constraints,

5. decision operators, and

6. links between decisions.

The input constraints list the existing constraints

used to make this decision. This includes all constraints

that are used to generate and evaluate alternatives for this

decision, and finally select an acceptable design solution.

By following these input constraint links backward in time,

the constraint propagation of the design can be understood.

The design alternatives list the different design

solutions that are generated to achieve a specific goal.

Each design alternative is represented by a list of

constraints. In the IBIS model, a design alternative would

be called a proposal.

The evaluation in the decision representation

represents the process of evaluating the design

alternatives. A representation of the evaluation process

has been developed, which is discussed below.

The resulting constraints represent the output of this

decision. They are new derived constraints produced by this

decision that change the design state.

The decision operators, such as accept, suspend, and

reject, are used to approve, suspend, or disapprove the

design alternatives. Based on the results of the

evaluation, these decision operators specify the status of
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the design alternatives as one of accept, suspend, and

reject. The accepted design alternative then acts as a

resulting constraint.

To connect the design decisions into a chronological

order that constitutes the design history, each decision has

two links that specify the position of the decision in the

chronological order. The links point to the decisions

immediately preceding and immediately following the current

decision.

Since the Design History Tool is used to document and

play back the design information, rather than to generate a

design, the generation of the design alternatives is not

contained in the decision representation. Some information

on the generation, such as the validity that guides

searching design alternatives and check the soundness of the

design alternatives, is embodied by the evaluation process,

but other information such as the search process and methods

is not represented.

This treatment of design alternative generation is

consistent with the observation of the protocol data. When

required to generate alternatives for satisfying some

constraints, the subjects in the protocols usually generated

ideas, then checked their validity according to existing

constraints or according to new introduced constraints such

as their own experiences and domain knowledge. The subjects

rarely gave any indication of how the ideas were generated.
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Sometimes they used existing constraints or introduced other

constraints to guide their search of solutions and then came

up with solutions. In the battery contact protocol, for

instance, when the designer needed to determine the shape of

the contact that electrically connected the battery to the

PC Board, he came up with the spring contact shape without

any indication of how the shape was generated. Then he

indicated the validity of the solution by introducing his

experience, that is, "an HP calculator has a spring contact

that has the same functional requirements as the battery

contact".

5.1.4.1 Evaluation

Many efforts have been put into the development of

evaluation techniques such as decision matrices, payoff

matrices, and finite element analysis. Unfortunately, few

efforts have been focused on the formalization of the

evaluation process. This formalization, however, is

important for the representation of the process. Ullman, in

his book (Ullman, 92], has proposed a model of the

evaluation process. This model is the basis for the

evaluation representation in this research.

The evaluation is essentially represented as a

comparison process as shown in Figure 5.4. Two types of

comparisons are considered. The first type of comparison is

called an absolute comparison in which each design
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alternative is compared directly to the input constraints.

This type of comparison presents information on how well

each design alternative meets the input constraints.

The second type of comparison is called a relative

comparison in which the design alternatives are compared to

each other with respect to the input constraints. An

example of a relative comparison is seen in the decision

matrix method. The relative comparison gives information on

the ranking of the design alternatives, but it can not

detect the ability of the design alternatives to meet all of

the input constraints.

raph of PROGENY for EVALUATION in DH-TEMPLATE2

EVALUATION

COMPARISON-BASE

COMPARISON-TYPE

ANALYSIS

SIMULATION

PHYSICAL-TEST

CALCULATION

RELATIVE-COMPARISON

ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON

Figure 5.4 Evaluation Representation

In addition to the comparison types, the evaluation

also includes comparison bases that are used to provide

information for the comparisons. To perform a comparison

some operations may be needed to be accomplished such as

calculation or analysis. These operations provide basic

data for the comparison. For instance, when evaluating some

configuration of a cantilever beam, it is necessary to
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calculate the deflection and analyze the stress of the

cantilever beam. The results of these operations then

provide basic data for comparing the configuration with some

specific constraints imposed on the cantilever beam.

Without the data, the comparison cannot be done. The

comparison bases include calculation, analysis, simulation,

and physical test as shown in Figure 5.4.

5.1.4.2 Design rationale

Behind each design decision, there is a rationale that

explains why a decision was made in a particular way.

Generally, the design rationale consists of two pieces of

information: correctness and appropriateness. The

correctness rationale explains why a design alternative used

to solve a design problem ought to work. The

appropriateness rationale demonstrates why and how other

design alternatives were rejected.

In this research, the design rationales are directly

obtained or extracted from the evaluations in the design

decisions, since each decision has an explicit

representation for the evaluation of its design

alternatives.

The correctness rationale is obtained from the absolute

comparison of the accepted design alternative. In this

comparison, the accepted alternative is directly compared

with some input constraints in that decision, and the
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results of the comparison indicate how well the alternative

satisfies the input constraints. From this, the explanation

of the correctness of the alternative is obtained.

The appropriateness rationale is extracted from the

relative or absolute comparisons of the design alternatives.

If a relative comparison is used, the appropriateness is

then obtained from the ranking of the design alternatives

that explains why the other design alternatives are

inferior. The details of the appropriateness can be

extracted from the comparison, or they can be obtained by

simply presenting the comparison. If an absolute comparison

is used for each design alternative, the appropriateness is

directly extracted from each absolute comparison in the

evaluation. From those comparisons, the explanation of why

the design alternatives were rejected or suspended can be

obtained such as violation of the input constraints or low

effectiveness in solving the design problem.

5.2 Implementation Of Design History Knowledge Base

The design history knowledge base is implemented in

HyperClass. With the direct modelling and multi-parent

capabilities of the object-oriented programming described in

section 4.1.1, each element of the design history

representation explained earlier is directly mapped into a

class object or a sub-class object in the knowledge base. A

basic template for the design history knowledge base is
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raph of PROGENY for OBJECT in DH- TEMPLAIE2

OBJECT

L-SHAPE

HOLE

OT

DESIGN-PRIMITIVES V-SHAPE

CYLINDER

SLAB

COMPOSITE

DESIGN-OBJECT

TEXTUAL

GRAPHICAL
CONSTRAINT- EXPRESSION

INEQUALITY

EQUATIONAL

ESIGN-OBJECT-MANAGEMENT

PRODUCTION
CONSTRAINT-ROLE

FUNCTION

FORM

DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT-SOURCE INTRODUCED-CONSTRAINTS

GIVEN-CONSTRAINTS

SUSPEND

DECISION-OPERATOR REJECT

ACCEPT

COMPARISON-BASE
EVALUATION<

COMPARISON-TYPE

DECISION

Figure 5.5 Design History Template

shown as Figure 5.5.

There are eight primary class objects in the template:

design-primitives, design-object, constraint-role,

constraint-expression, constraint-source, decision-operator,

evaluation, and decision. Some of the classes have sub-

classes, which represent specializations within that class.

For example, the constraint-expression class has four sub-

class objects: textual, graphical, inequality, and

equational that are used to express different abstractions
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and types of the constraints. The design-primitives class

also has several sub-class objects, such as cylinder, slot,

and slab, which are used to define the geometry of the

design objects. All of the class objects are open-ended and

allow new sub-classes to be added.

The primary class objects and their sub-classes have

their own generalized slots and procedures. These slots

represent the properties of each class object or sub-class

object, and they are inherited by all instances of the

object. The procedures associated with each class object or

sub-class object perform pre-defined actions within its

instances or interaction with the instances of other class

objects.

From the template, specific instances of the three

fundamental elements of the design history representation

design object, constraint, and decision can be

generated, and a design history is then built from these

instances.

In the following sections, each of the primary class

objects along with their subclasses is discussed. This

discussion is organized around the explanation of the

implementations of the design objects, constraints, and

decisions.

5.2.1 Design object implementation

In the implementation of the design objects, four
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issues have been considered: feature representation,

hierarchical relationships, taxonomic relationships, and

design primitives. In addition, two other issues are also

considered. One is the link between a feature value of a

design object and the constraints that determined it, the

other is design object management.

5.2.1.1 Feature implementation

Features associated with each design object are

implemented as slots of the design object. Figure 5.6 shows

an example of a specific design object representation in an

object frame. It is for the bottom-case component of the

battery contact design, Appendix III. From the example, it

can be seen that there is a function-purpose slot describing

H-TEMPLATE2.BOTTOM-CASE < FASTOBJECTEDITO >

OBJECT: BOTTOM-CASE
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: DRAWABLE COMPOSITE DESIGN-OBJECT

GROUPS: DH-TEMPLATE2
TYPE: INDIVIDUAL
Edited: 21-4r-91 11:16:48 PDT By: Chena

DESIGN-OBJECT-STATUS[EXPR]: EXISTING
DESIGN-OBJECT-TYPEOBJECTI: COMPONENT
SUBSIDIAMOBJECTI: RIGHT-SIDE-WALL, RIGHT-ISOLATING-WALL, LEFT-

ISOLATING-WALL, BOTTOM, LEFT-SIDE-WALL, and BACK-WALL

SHAPENORM[DESIGN-PRIMITIVES]: COMPOSITE
HEIGHT[NUMERIC]: 0.318
LENGTH[NUMERIC]: 1.611
WIDTH[NUMERIC]: 0.62999
MATERIAL[MATERIAL]: INJECTION-ABS
FUNCTION-PURPOSE[FUNCTION]: holding batteries and spring-contacts

PRIMARY[OBJECT]: BATTERY-CONTACT

TOLERANCE[TOLERANCE]: - 0.004
CONNECTION[TEXT]: cover slides Into bottom-case from two sides

FILLETS[TEXT]: 0.016

Figure 5.6 An Example Of Design Object Representation
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the purpose of the bottom-case component. Also there are

several slots such as material, tolerance, and fillets

describing the manufacturing specifications of the bottom-

case. In addition, there are some other slots such as

shave/form, height, length, and width describing the

configuration of the bottom-case. The design-object-status

slot in this example indicates the existence of a design

object. It is used by design object management, which will

be discussed in detail in section 5.2.1.5. The design-

object-type slot specifies the level of a design object:

assembly, component, or composite feature. In this example,

the bottom -case is indicated as a component. The slots

subsidiary and primary are used to specify the hierarchical

relationship among the design objects. This will be

described in the next section.

In the design object implementation, any design object

is created to have the class design-object and one of the

sub-class of design-primitives as its generalizations. This

can be seen from the slot generalizations in Figure 5.5.

The class design-object has generalized slots common to all

design objects, such as purpose, behavior, tolerance, and

manufacturing sequence. Figure 5.7 presents a frame of the

class design-object. A specific design object instance can

then inherit the slots from the class design-object, whether

it is an assembly, component, or composite feature. From

the figure, it can be seen that all of the slots shown in
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H-TEMPLATE2.DESIGN-OBJECT <FASTOBJECTEDITOR)

OBJECT: DESIGN-OBJECT
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21-Apr-9I 11:03:37 PDT By: Chena
DESIGN-OBJECT-TVPE[OBJECT]:
FUNCTION-PURPOSE[FUNCTION]:
BEHAVIOKFUNCTIOND
PRIMARWOBJECT]:
SUBSIDIAMOBJECTI:
VOLUME[PHYSICAL-PROPERTY]:
STRESS[PHVSICAL-PROPERTY]:
DEFELECTION[PHYSICAL-PROPERTY]:
STRAIN[PHYSICAL-PROPERTY]:
BENDING-MOMENT[PHYSICAL-PROPERTY]:
MOMENT-OF-INERTIA[PHVSICAL-PROPERTV]:
STRENTH[PHYSICAL-PROPERTY]:
MANUFACTURE-METHOD[PRODUCTION]:
MANUFACTURE-SEQUENCE[PRODUCTION]:
ASSEMBLY-METHOD[PRODUCTION]:
ASSEMBLY-SEQUENCE[PRODUCTION]:
TOLERANCE[TOLERANCE]:
CLEARANCE[PRODUCTION]:
P. 11111V A PIr A 11.11..A.A1/AAAVI JAVA,.

Figure 5.7 Class Design-Object Frame

the frame do not have values. These values will be

specified or instantiated by instances of the design-object

when they inherit these slots. It also can be seen from the

figure that some slots have specific datatype facets. The

datatype of the stress slot, for example, is physical-

property. The purpose of this implementation is to enable

the slot stress inherits the properties defined in the

physical-property object.

Each sub-class of the design-primitives also has

generalized, predefined slots that describe its geometric

shape, necessary dimensional parameters such as length,

width, and height, and other geometric information. From a

sub-class, a specific design object instance can inherit
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these slots to describe its geometric characteristics. The

design-primitives class and its sub-classes will be

discussed in section 5.2.1.3.

If a design object has features that are not

represented as slots in the class design-object, these

features can be automatically added as slots to the design

object by the constraints that specify them. If these

features are also used by other design objects, they can be

directly added to the class design-object.

The implementation of the features as slots of the

design objects is a natural and convenient way for the

representation of engineering information. By inheriting

slots from the design-object and design-primitives, a

complete description of a design object is established.

5.2.1.2 Implementation of the structural relationships

Hierarchical relationships are implemented by

specifying the primary and subsidiary slots of a design

object. For a specific design object, the primary slot

indicates what assembly or component it belongs to, while

the subsidiary slot specifies the design objects that are a

part of it. This implementation can be seen from the

bottom -case example shown in Figure 5.6. The primary slot

specifies the bottom-case as a part of the battery-case

assembly and the subsidiary slot indicates that several

composite features, such as back-wall, left-side-wall, etc.
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construct the bottom-case. From the primary and subsidiary

slots, a structure tree of a design object can be

constructed. An example of the structure tree for the

bottom-case is presented in Figure 6.1.

As explained previously, the generic relationship can

be used to describe a set of design objects that have same

or similar functionality, configuration, and manufacturing

specifications. The main difference among these design

objects is their locations in an assembly or component.

The generic relationship is implemented by creating a

generic class object. Each design object in the set is then

implemented as an instance of the generic class object. In

other words, the generic object becomes the primary

generalization of these objects. The generalizations of the

generic object, like other design objects, usually include

the design-object class and one of the sub-classes of the

design-primitives. Figure 5.8 presents an example of the

generic relation implementation. It is for the two side

raph of PROGENY for OBJECT in DH- TEMPLATE

OBJECT
DESIGN-PRIMITIVESSLAB -GENERIC-SIDE-WALL<

LEFT-S1DE-WALL

RIGHT- SIDE -WALL

DESIGN-OBJECT

Figure 5.8 An Example of A Generic Relationship
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walls of the bottom -case.

In this way, the generic object represents basic

properties of the class such as functionalities,

manufacturing specifications, while each instance of the

generic object only represents its own properties that are

different from the generic object's such as location.

Through the implementation, information can be shared and

consistency can be maintained for each instances of the

class. Furthermore, the implementation of the generic

relationship greatly decreases the amount of information

that must be stored for the each design object and reduces

the size of the design history knowledge base. More

importantly, it is consistent with the way in which the

designers manipulated the design objects in the design

protocols studied. For example, the designer determined the

height of the side walls only once. He did not make a

separate decision for the left side wall and the right side

wall.

5.2.1.3 Design primitives

The design-primitives class, along with its sub-

classes, is used to define the geometry and configuration of

the design objects and to provide some necessary information

for Vantage to generate graphic images of the design

objects. The design-primitives class object is decomposed

into sub-classes according to the basic high level design
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shapes that are used by the designers. These sub-classes

include composite, slab, slot, cylinder, hole, triangle-

plate and more complex design shapes such as L-shape and V-

shape. These sub-classes can be expanded by adding new

design shapes as required. It is necessary to point out

that the composite class is used to define a design object

whose shape is a conglomeration of shapes such as assembly

objects.

The design-primitives class object has some generalized

slots that are used to define the orientation, translation,

and shape of the design objects as shown in Figure 5.9. It

also has some specialized procedures for creating graphic

D H-TE LijE2 D ES I G p R I MITIVES < FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DESIGN-PRIMITIVES
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21-Apr-91 11:22:06 PDT B9: Chena
SHAPE[LISP]:
TRANSFORM-VECTOR[P-LISP]: (0 0 0 0 0 0)
X-TRANSLATIONIEXPRJ: 0
V-TRANSLATIONIEXPRI: 0
Z-TRANSLATION[EXPR]: 0
X-ROTATIONIEXPRI: 0
V-ROTATION[EXPR]: 0
Z-ROTATIONLEXPRI: 0
FACES[LISP]:
MAKE-NODE[LISP]: DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE
MAKE - CSG- NODE[LISP1: DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-CSG-NODE

Figure 5.9 Design-Primitives Class Frame
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images of the design objects.

The X, Y, Z, translation and rotation slots are used to

specify the orientation and translation of a design object

in the Vantage coordinate system. The values of these slots

are filled in automatically by solving the geometric

constraints assigned to each design object (see section

5.2.3.3). These six values are required by Vantage to

display each design object in its proper place. The

transform-vector slot contains a specialized procedure that

collects the values of the translation and rotation slots

for computation.

The shape slot contains a basic primitive shape of

Vantage along with a specifier that tells whether the shape

is a positive or negative volume. The shape value is also

required by Vantage to create a graphic image. The faces

slot is used to describe the surfaces of the design

primitives. It contains a list of the names of the surfaces

of a specific design primitive and a description of the

planes upon which those surfaces lie. This information is

used by the geometric constraints to designate which faces

of a design object are to be constrained and subsequently

what translations and rotations will need to occur in order

to satisfy those constraints.

The make-node slot contains a specialized procedure

that generates csg-nodes or csg-trees for the design

objects. It first determines what components or composite
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features, if any, appear within a design object, and then it

invokes the specialized procedure contained in the make-csg-

node slot to generate the leaf nodes of the csg-tree. The

details of these two procedures will be explained in section

6.2.1.2.

DH-TEMPLATE2.SLAB <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: SLAB
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: DESIGN-PRIMITIVES
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 27-Jul-90 14:25:56 PDT By: Chena
LENGTH[NUMERIC]: 0
HEIGHT[NUMERIC]: 0
WIDTH[NUMERIC]: 0
FACES[LISP]: ((TOP (+ Z)) (BOTTOM (- Z)) (LEFT (- Y)) ...)
SHAPE[LISP]: (+ CUBE)

Figure 5.10 Slab Design Primitive Frame

Each sub-class of the design-primitives object is

identified by specifying the values of the shape and faces

slots. In addition, each sub-class has its own dimensional

parameter slots that describe the shape of the sub-class.

As an example, Figure 5.10 presents a frame of the slab

design primitive. From the frame, it can be seen that the

shape slot is specified as cube along with a "+" specifier,

indicating the slab as a positive volume. Also the faces

slot is specified, and three parameter slots, length, width,

and height, are used to describe the slab.

By using the design primitives, instead of the

primitive shapes of Vantage, the Design History Tool

provides high level of geometric entities to describe the
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geometry of the design objects that are consistent with the

jargon engineers use.

5.2.1.4 Links between a feature and constraints

As explained previously, design objects provide the

"vocabulary" of the design state. It is the design

constraints that provide the "sentences" that actually

describe the state. In other words, each value of a design

object feature is specified by a particular constraint.

As the design evolves, the feature value may be refined

or changed. Each refinement is specified by a new

constraint. In order to record the evolution of the feature

value, it is important to retain some connection between the

slot and those constraints that were previously active but

have been superseded.

In order to maintain constraint dependencies, another

link also needs to be established. This link is to connect

a slot value to its dependent constraints. For example, if

the length of the bottom -case is dependent on the length of

the side-wall, the constraint that determines the length of

the bottom -case is then connected to the length slot of the

side-wall. Through this link, when the length of the side-

wall changes, its dependent constraints can be easily found

and so that they can be reevaluated.

To implement the above two links, two facets have been

created for each feature slot: in-constraint and out-
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ASTFACET ED ITOR: DH-TEMPLATE.LEFT-SIDE-WALLLENGTH
LENGTH:
VALUE: 15
DATATYPE: PARAMETER
OUT-CONSTRAINT: (DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-27)
IN-CONSTRAINT: (DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-29 DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-18)
UNKS-UP: SLAB
UNKS-DOWN: NIL

Figure 5.11 Link Implementation

constraint, as shown in Figure 5.11. The in-constraint

facet contains the constraints that specify the feature

value. The first constraint in the in-constraint facet is

the most recent one that determines the current value of the

slot. The out-constraint facet contains the dependent

constraints of a slot value. The constraints in both slots

are automatically arranged by the constraint management

routines that will be discussed in section 5.2.2.4.

5.2.1.5 Design object management

Design object management involves the creation,

modification, deletion, and restoration of design objects.

The purpose of design object management is to maintain

consistent relationships among the design objects as well as

their associated constraints and decisions during the

development of a design history knowledge base.

Design object management is invoked by design object

creation, modification, deletion, and restoration

constraints. In correspondence with these constraints,

design object management has four procedures: DESIGN-OBJECT-

CREATION, DESIGN-OBJECT-MODIFICATION, DESIGN-OBJECT-
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DELETION, and DESIGN-OBJECT-RESTORE. These procedures are

included respectively in their relevant constraint classes.

For example, the DESIGN-OBJECT-DELETION procedure is

included in the class delete-object. When the instances of

the constraint classes are generated, these procedures are

invoked to perform pre-defined operations. As an

explanation of design object management, the following

presents the underlying concepts of the DESIGN-OBJECT-

DELETION procedure.

When a design object is deleted, the procedure performs

four operations. First, it assigns the design-object-status

slot of the deleted design object as inactive. Then it

identifies the components or composite features of the

deleted object, if any, and assigns their design-object-

status slots as inactive. Next it identifies the

constraints and decisions that are associated with the

deleted design object as well as the subsidiary objects of

the deleted design object and sets their status slots as

inactive. Finally, it removes the deleted design object

from the subsidiary slot in the primary design object of the

deleted design object.

The deletion procedure does not really delete design

objects along with their constraints and decisions from the

design history knowledge base. By the specialization of the

status and the rearrangement of the design hierarchy, it

maintains consistency among the design objects, constraints,
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and decisions. Also it preserves the temporal design

information, and from that, the restoration of design

objects is possible and convenient. The restoration of

deleted design objects is a common activity in design

practice.

5.2.2 Constraint implementation

As shown in Figure 5.5, three fundamental concepts of

constraints: constraint source, constraint role, and

constraint expression, are modelled as class objects in the

design history knowledge base. This implementation directly

takes advantage of the capabilities of object-oriented

programming to efficiently implement the different types and

aspects of the constraints.

Through this implementation, different properties

associated with the different sources of constraints, such

as derived constraints or introduced constraints, can be

represented. Different properties associated with the

different roles of constraints, such as functional

constraints, geometric constraints, can be also implemented.

Additionally, different manipulations associated with the

different constraint expressions, such as equational

expressions, geometric expressions, textual expressions, can

be obtained.

In the constraint implementation, every constraint is

created with three generalizations, one chosen from the sub-
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classes of each of the three fundamental class objects

(constraint-source, constraint-role, and constraint-

expression). These generalizations identify the origin and

role of the constraint. More importantly, the

generalizations supply (via inheritance) the properties

associated with the origin and role of the constraint.

In the following sections, the implementation of the

three class objects along with their sub-classes is

presented in detail. In addition, constraint management is

also discussed.

5.2.2.1 Constraint source implementation

Three sub-class objects, given-constraints, introduced-

constraints, and derived-constraints identify where a

constraint originated and provide properties associated with

the origin of constraints.

H-TEMPLATE2 DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>
OBJECT: DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: CONSTRAINT-SOURCE
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 16-Aug-90 13:27:15 PDT By: Chena
RELATED-DECISION[DECISION]:
RELATED-COMPARISON[COMPARISON-TYPE]:
RELATED-COMPARISON-BASE[COMPARISON-BASE]:
STATUS[EXPR]: SUSPEND
PRECEDING-CONSTRAINT[DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS]:
SUCCEEDING-CONSTRAINT[DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS]:
DESIGN-OBJECTIDESIGN-OBJECT]:
FEATURE[EXPR]:
VALUE[TEXT]:

Figure 5.12 Derived-Constraints Frame
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To illustrate the implementation, Figure 5.12 presents

a frame of the derived-constraints sub-class. At the bottom

of the frame, three slots, design-object, feature, and

value, are inherited from the constraint-source class

object, since these slots are also shared by the other two

constraint sources.

The design - object and feature slots are used to

indicate what feature of a design object is specified by a

constraint. The design-object slot will contain the name of

a design object, while the feature slot will contain the

name of the feature. The value slot will contain a specific

value for a design object feature. If the value is formally

or semi-formally represented by a constraint expression,

(which will be explained in section 5.2.2.2), the value slot

only contains a text string that describes the value.

Since derived constraints come from the decision-making

process, in addition to the above three slots, the derived-

constraint object has six other slots, Figure 5.12. The

related-decision slot is used to connect a derived

constraint to the decision that produced the constraint.

Through this link, the inspection of the decisions is

established. The related-comparison and related-comparison-

base slots are used to connect a derived constraint to its

evaluation objects. The related-comparison slot will

contain a specific comparison while the related-comparison-

base slot will contain a specific operation that provides
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data for the comparison, such as a calculation. By these

two links, the inspection of the correctness rationale is

supported.

The status slot is used to indicate the status of a

derived constraint. It has four possible values: accept,

reject, suspend and inactive. The default value of the slot

is suspend, as shown in Figure 5.12. The accept status

indicates a derived constraint is accepted by a decision,

while the reject status is just the reverse. The suspend

status indicates two cases. One is that a derived

constraint may be evaluated but no decision is made whether

to accept or reject it based on the information at hand.

The other case is that a derived constraint has not been

evaluated. These three statuses are specified by the

decision operators, accept, reject, and suspend, which have

been modelled as objects in the design history knowledge

base, see Figure 5.5.

The inactive status indicates that a derived-constraint

has become invalid, because the design object it constrains

has been deleted by a design object deletion constraint. By

using the inactive status, instead of the reject status, a

distinction is made for these two kinds of derived

constraints.

The preceding-constraint and succeeding-constraint

slots are used to establish the chronological order of

derived constraints that reflects the design evolution. The
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preceding-constraint slot points to the constraint that was

superseded by this constraint, the succeeding-constraint

points to the constraint that later superseded the current

constraint. These two slots are filled in by the constraint

management procedures, which will be explained in section

5.2.2.4.

From the above, it can be seen that the implementation

of the constraint sources as sub-class objects not only

identifies the origin of a constraint, but also efficiently

and consistently represents the properties associated with

the constraint origins.

5.2.2.2 Constraint role implementation

The four top level specializations of the constraint

role: design object management, production, function, and

form, are implemented as sub-classes of the constraint-role

class object, see Figure 5.5. Further specializations of

these four constraint roles are also implemented as sub-

classes under the four class objects, as shown in Figure

5.13. The concepts of the constraint roles have been

explained in section 5.1.3.2. In this section, only the

implementation is presented.

The implementation of the

logic as the constraint source.

constraint role is modelled as

design history knowledge base,

constraint role has the same

Each specialization of the

a sub-class object in the

such as dimension, purpose,
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raph of PROGENY for CONSTRAINT-ROLE in DH-TEMPLATE2

CONSTRAINT-ROLE

DIFV-OBJECT

RESTORE-OBJECT
DESIGN-OBJECT-MANAGEMENT

ELETE-OBJECT

ATE-OBJECT

APPERANCE

MATERIAL

PRODUCTION-NUMBER

URFACE-TREATMENT

CLEARANCE
PRODUCTION

TOLERANCE

ASSEMBLY-SEQUENCE

MANUFACTURE-SEQUENCE

ANUFACTURE-METHOD

ASSEMBLV-METHOD

PHYSICAL-PROPERTY

FUNCTION (-BEHAVIOR

PURPOSE

CONNECTION

GEOMETRIC
FORM

DIMENSION

SHAPE/FORM

Figure 5.13 Constraint Role Implementation

tolerance, see Figure 5.13. With this implementation, the

role of a constraint is easily identified by the inspection

of its generalizations. More importantly, different

properties associated with different constraint roles can be

properly represented, and different manipulations associated

with different constraint roles can be easily established.

To illustrate the implementation, Figures 5.14 and 5.15

present frames for the purpose and dimension objects. From

the two frames, it can be seen that the purpose object frame

has five slots numbered as purpose/behavior-1,
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H-TEMPLATE2.PURPOSE <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: PURPOSE
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: FUNCTION
GROUPS: DH-KS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 12-Jul-91 16:10:02 PDT By: Chena
PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-1[EXPR]:
PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-2[EXPR]:
PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-3[EXPR]:
PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-4[EXPR]:
PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-5[EXPR]:
FEATURE-SPECIFIED[LISP]: FUNCTION-PURPOSE
VALUE-SPECIFIED[LISP]: PRODUCT-SEQUENCE.UPDATE
UPDATE[LISP]: PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR.UPDATE

Figure 5.14 Purpose Object Frame

H-TEMPLATE2 DIMENSION <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DIMENSION
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: FORM
GROUPS; DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited; 21-Apr-91 12:19:40 PDT By; Chena
FEATURE-SPECIFIED[LISP]; DIMENSION-FEATURE/SELECTION
VALUE-SPECIFIEDILISPI: NUMERIC-VALUE/SELECTION
UPDATE[LISP]: NUMERICVALUE.UPDATE

Figure 5.15 Dimension Object Frame

purpose/behavior-2, and so on, while the dimension object

does not have these slots, because they are not associated

with the dimension constraints. All of the five slots are

inherited from the function class object, since they are

also shared by the behavior object. These slots are created

to handle the case where a design object may have more than

one purpose or behavior. The number of these slots can be
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increased if required.

By the use of these slots, the purposes of a design

object can be properly specified and represented by purpose

constraints. Additionally, update of these purpose values

can be easily obtained during the design process. For

example, when a particular purpose constraint specifies the

value of the purpose/behavior-2 as T, it indicates that this

constraint represents and specifies the second purpose of

the design object. With this indication, when constraint

management updates the purpose value of the design object,

it first checks whether the second purpose has been

specified, if not, it then copies the second purpose value

from the value slot of this constraint to the purpose slot

of the design object. If there is already a second purpose,

the constraint management procedures then remove the old

value and place the new value in the slot.

Both of the purpose and dimension objects have three

slots: feature-specified, value-specified and update (see

Figures 5.14 and 5.15). These slots are also general to

other specializations of the constraint role, so that they

are defined as generalized slots in the constraint-role

class object. The feature-specified and value-specified

slots are used for data entry. The update slot is used for

update of feature values of design objects.

The feature-specified slot indicates what particular

feature is specified by a constraint. From Figures 5.14 and
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5.15, it can be seen that the purpose object has a value

purpose-function that indicates that purpose constraints

specify the purpose feature of design objects. The

dimension object, however, has a Lisp procedure. This

procedure will provide further specializations of the

dimension for data entry according to the shape of the

design object specified to determine what specific dimension

the constraint describes. For example, when the shape is a

slab, the procedure will provide length, width, and height

for further specialization of the constraint.

The value-specified slot is used to provide a proper

constraint expression to represent a constraint during data

entry. The slot contains a Lisp procedure that is invoked

by message passing when a constraint is created. From

Figures 5.14 and 5.15, it can be seen that both of the

purpose and dimension objects have their own procedure for

their value-specified slots. When a specific purpose

constraint is created, the procedure in the purpose object

will provide a purpose/behavior-structure expression to

represent the purpose constraint. This expression will be

explained in the next section. When a specific dimension

constraint is created, the procedure in the dimension object

will provide a proper expression to represent the

constraint. According to the abstraction of the constraint,

the expression can be an equation, a numeric symbol, or a

simple textual string.
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The update slot contains a Lisp procedure that updates

information on the design objects, links constraints, and

maintains consistency among constraints when a constraint is

created. From Figures 5.14 and 5.15, it can be seen that

the procedures are also different in the update slots of the

purpose and dimension objects, since these two kinds of

constraints require different operations for information

update and consistency maintenance. For example, when

updating the purpose value of a design object, the procedure

in the purpose object needs to check which purpose is

updated, because a design object may have several purposes.

When updating a dimensional value, however, the procedure in

the dimension object can directly replace the old value with

a new value.

From the above comparison, it can be seen that

different constraint roles have different properties and

require different manipulations. By modelling these

constraint roles as sub-class objects, the properties

identified with these constraint roles can be properly

represented and the manipulations associated with them can

be efficiently established. Currently, the properties and

manipulations associated with each specialization of the

constraint-role class object (see Figure 5.13) have been

identified and defined. New specializations can be easily

added as required.
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5.2.2.3 Constraint expression implementation

As shown in Figure 5.5, the four kinds of constraint

expressions, textual, graphical, equational, and inequality,

are implemented as sub-class objects of the constraint-

expression class. Further specializations of these

constraint expressions have been identified and are also

modelled as sub-class objects under these expression objects

respectively (see Figure 5.16). Each of the specialization

,raph of PROGENY for CONSTRAINT-EXPRESSION in DH-TEMPLATE2

CONSTRAINT-EXPRESSION

OBJECTMANAGER-STRUCTURE

CLEARANCE-STRUCTURE

TEXTUAL CONNECTION-STRUCTURE

PRODUCTION-STRUCTURE

PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-STRUCTURE

SURFACE-POINT-CONSTRAINT

(ABSTRACT-DESCRIPTION

GRAPHICAL EDGE-CONSTRAINT

AXIAL-CONSTRAINT

SURFACE-CONSTRAINT

A)VALUE

A<VALUE
INEQUALITY

AA

A<B

A-B-C=11

A...VALUE

STRESS

EQUATIONAL MOMENT-INERTIA

BENDING-MOMENT

BEAM-DEFLECTION

A=B

Figure 5.16 Constraint Expression Structure
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objects is properly defined to provide a specific kind of

expression along with manipulations to support a certain

kind of constraints. New specializations can be easily

added to these constraint expressions as required.

I H-TEMPLATE2.PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-STRUCTURE <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: PURPOSE/BEHAVIOR-STRUCTURE
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: TEXTUAL
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21- Apr -91 12:31:28 PDT By: Chena
OBJECT[DESIGN-OBJECT]:
ACTION1EXPRI:
RECEIVER[DESIGN-OBJECT]:
LOCATION[EXPR]:
PRE-CONDITION[EXPR]:
POST-CONDITION[EXPR]:
ACTION-QUALIFIERS[EXPR]:

Figure 5.17 Purpose/behavior Expression Frame

The textual expressions, such as purpose/behavior-

structure and production-structure, provide structural text

expressions, rather than simple textual strings. Although

these expressions are semi-formal, they provide a step

toward future formal representation.

As an illustration of the implementation of the textual

expressions, Figure 5.17 presents the frame for the

purpose/behavior-structure expression. This expression is

used to represent the purpose or behavior constraints. The

ob ect and receiver slots in the expression give the names

of design objects. These pointers indicate what design

object performs an action and what design object receives
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the action. The remaining slots are used to represent an

actual action performed. The action slot represents the

action, while the location slot represent where the action

occurs. The pre-condition and post-condition slots are used

to indicate the conditions under which the action is

performed, while the action-qualifiers slot further

represents adverbial modifiers of the action. From the

above, it can be seen that through the slots, the purpose

and behavior constraints are semi-formally represented.

Graphical expression objects shown in Figure 5.16 are

used to represent geometric relationships among the design

objects. The expressions developed are based on an ordered

parametric geometry approach. The fundamental idea behind

the approach is to specify the geometric relationships

(rotation and translation) of each design object relative to

some other design object. Thus, to represent the geometric

constraints, all of the graphical expressions have a

dependent reference slot and an independent reference slot.

The dependent reference slot indicates the design object

being translated and rotated, while the independent

reference slot indicates the design object whose position is

already determined.

For example, Figure 5.18 presents a frame for a

specific distance-between-surface constraint. Since this

constraint uses surfaces of design objects as references,

the dependent and independent reference slots become
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H-TEMPLATE2.DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-472 <FASTOBJECTEDITOR)
OBJECT: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-472
SYNONYMS:

GENERALIZATIONS: DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRIC DISTANCE-BETWEEN-SURFACE-CONSTRAINT
GROUPS: DH-TEMPLATE2
TYPE: IrIDIVIDUAL
Edited: 12-Jul-91 1 5:04:53 PDT By: Chena
INDEPENDENT-SURFACEIGEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINT-PARAMETER]: (LEFT-SIDE-WALL LEFT)
DEPENDENT-SURFACE[GEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINT-PARAMETER]: (LEFT-ISOLATING-WALL LEFT)
DISTANCEIEVALUATION-PARAMETER]: 0.5
SOLVER[LISP]: DISTANCE-BETWEEN-SURFACE-CONSTRAINT.ASSERT

Figure 5.18 Distance Between Surface Expression Frame

dependent-surface and independent-surface slots. From the

frame, it can be seen that the values of these two slots

contains a reference surface along with a design object

name, such as (left-surface left-isolating-wall) for the

dependent-surface slot. The distance slot in the constraint

contains a numeric value that specifies the parallel

distance of the two surfaces. Through these three slots,

the distance-between-surface constraints are formally

represented.

Associated with the graphical expressions are geometric

solvers. These solvers manipulate the values of the

expression slots to generate the necessary information for

graphical display of the design objects, that is, the values

of the six rotation and translation slots in the design

objects (see Figure 5.9).

Since each constraint expression represents a specific

geometric relationship, it requires its own solver. For

implementation efficiency, the solvers are then attached to
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the constraint expression classes. From Figure 5.18, it can

be seen that the slot solver in the constraint frame

contains a specific solver called DISTANCE-BETWEEN-

SURFACE.ASSERT. It is necessary to point out that this

solver is attached to the class distance-between-surface

expression, its presentation in the frame is only for

explanation purpose. This solver generates the values of

the six rotations and translations of the design objects

defined by distance between surface constraints.

Equational expressions represent the constraints that

are expressed as numeric equations. Some equational

expressions are shown in Figure 5.16. New expressions can

be added through an entry interface during the development

of a design history.

The implementation of equational expressions involves

three main issues. First, the parameters of a equational

expression are modelled as slots of the object. Secondly, a

path facet is used for each parameter slot to indicate where

the value of the parameter comes from. Finally, an

equational solver is developed to calculate the expression

when the parameter values are available.

As an example, Figure 5.19 presents a frame for a

deflection constraint represented by the deflection

expression. This constraint determined the deflection of

spring-contact (Appendix III). From the example it can be

seen that the parameters of the beam deflection equation,
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H-TEMPLATE2.DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-t80 <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>
OBJECT: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-180
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: BEAM-DEFLECTION DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS
GROUPS: DH-TEMPLATE2
TYPE: INDIVIDUAL
Edited: 12-Jul-91 15:50:24 PDT By: Chena
DEFLECTION-VALUERVALUATION-PARAMETER]: 0.16629416773094935
FORCEIEVALUATION-PARAMETERI: 0.5
BEAM-LENGTH[EVALUATION-PARAMETER]: 0.5
MOMENT-INERTIA[EVALUATION-PARAMETER]: 2.7E-9
ELASTIC -MODULUS[EVALUATION-PARAMETER]: 2900000
EXPRESSION[TEXT1(1: deflection = force beam-length"3 1 (48 elastic-modulus ' moment-inertia)
EQUATION[EXPRI(^: (/ (' FORCE (" BEAM-LENGTH BEAM-LENGTH ...)) r 48 ELASTIC-MODULUS .
SOLVERISPRA): EQUATION.SOLVER

DH-TEMPLATE2.DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-180.BEAM-LENGTH <FASTFACETEDITOR>

BEAM-LENGTH:
VALUE: 0.5
DATATYPE: EVALUATION-PARAMETER
PATH: (SPRING-CONTACT LENGTH)
LINKS-UP: BEAM-DEFLECTION
LINKS-DOWN: NIL

Figure 5.19 Deflection Expression Frame

such as force, beam length, and moment inertia, are

represented as the slots. Also the path facet of the beam-

length slot indicates that the value of the slot comes from

the spring-contact length. The slot expression in the frame

contains a textual form of the beam deflection equation,

while slot equation contains a Lisp form of the beam

deflection equation. The textual equation is used for

display purpose. The Lisp equation is used for calculation.

It is necessary to point out that these two slots along with

their values are defined in the beam-deflection expression

object, their presentation in this frame is only for

explanation purpose. Also the solver procedure in the frame

works for all equational expressions, not only for the

particular constraint. This procedure is located in the
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equational class object.

Inequality expressions are used to represent

constraints that are expressed as inequalities. Some

inequality expressions are shown in Figure 5.16. New

expressions can also be added through an entry interface

during the development of a design history. The

implementation of the inequality expressions has the similar

logic as the equational expressions. The main difference is

the solver. To avoid redundancy, the explanation of these

expressions is omitted.

5.2.2.4 Constraint management

The last issue of the constraint implementation is

constraint management. It includes updating design object

information, establishing the links between design object

features and their relevant constraints, establishing the

links among constraints, and maintaining consistency among

constraints.

The constraint management system has five procedures to

implement the above operations:

1. information update;

2. in-dependency establishment;

3. consistency maintenance;

4. out-dependency establishment;

5. chronological link.

When a derived constraint is created and accepted as a
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resulting constraint by a decision, the information update

procedure of the constraint management system first updates

the value of the design object feature with the new value

that the constraint specifies.

Then the in-dependency establishment procedure adds the

constraint into the in-constraint facet of the feature slot,

and arranges the constraint as the first element of the

facet value.

Next the consistency maintenance procedure sets the

status slot of the constraint that was previously the first

in the in-constraint facet as inactive, since that

constraint has now been superseded. If that superseded

constraint has dependent constraints or features, as

indicated in the out-constraint facet of the feature slot,

the procedure signals that these dependent constraints or

features need to be checked. The in-constraint and out-

constraint slots has been explained previously in section

5.2.1.4.

After consistency has been checked and if the new

derived constraint is dependent on other feature values or

constraints, the out-dependency establishment procedure then

adds the new derived constraint name to the out-constraint

facets in these feature slots to establish the constraint

dependency.

Finally, the chronological link procedure puts the

superseded constraint into the preceding-constraint slot of
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the new derived constraint and puts the new derived

constraint into the succeeding-constraint slot of the

superseded constraint. These two slots have been explained

in section 5.2.2.1.

As explained in section 5.2.2.2, different constraint

roles may require different methods to update the design

object information. Thus, the procedures for updating

design object information are arranged in the update slot in

the sub-classes of the constraint-role (see Figures 5.14 and

5.15). The other procedures of the constraint management

system are defined as general procedures that can be invoked

by the information update procedures. Therefore, when the

update procedures are invoked, all of the other procedures

are invoked to perform the constraint management operations.

5.2.3 Decision implementation

As shown in Figure 5.5, the decision itself, the

evaluation, and the decision operator are all modelled as

class objects in the design history knowledge base. The

evaluation class is specialized into comparison-type and

comparison-base. The comparison-type is further specialized

into relative-comparison and absolute-comparison, while the

comparison-base is further decomposed into calculation,

simulation, and physical-test. The decision-operator is

also specialized into accept, reject, and suspend sub-

classes. All of these sub-classes directly correspond to
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the concepts described in section 5.1.5. The purpose of

mapping these concepts as sub-classes is to represent the

properties and manipulations associated with these concepts.

In this section, the implementation of the decision

class and the decision management process are presented.

The implementation of evaluations will be illustrated by the

browsing capabilities of the Design History Tool presented

in the next chapter.

5.2.3.1 Decision internal structure

The internal structure of the decision class is

presented in Figure 5.20. There are eight slots in the

decision object. The first six of the slots will be

DH-TEMPLATE2.DECISION <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>
OBJECT: DECISION
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 12-Jul-91 16:02:28 PDT By: Chena
INPUT-CONSTRAINTS[CONSTRAINT-SOURCE]:
PROPOSALS[DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS]:
EVALUATION[OBJECT]:
RESULTING-COSTRAINTS[DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS]:
PRECEDING-DECISION[DECISION]:
SUCCEEDING-DECISION[DECISION]:
DECISION-SLOT-SET[LISP]: DECISION-SLOT-SET
CORRELATION-SET[LISP]: CORRELATION-SET

Figure 5.20 Decision Class Frame
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specified by decision instances. These slots directly

correspond to the elements of the decision representation.

The last two slots contain the procedures for accomplishing

the decision management operations that will be discussed in

the next section.

The input-constraints slot records the constraints used

during a particular decision-making process. The proposals

slot contains all design solutions for a particular design

problem. These solutions are represented as constraints.

The evaluation slot contains the evaluations that are

applied to the design alternatives. The resulting-

constraints slot specifies the new derived constraints that

are accepted by the decision. The preceding-decision and

succeeding- decision slots capture the chronological order of

design decisions. The preceding-decision slot points to the

most recent decision, while the succeeding-decision points

to the next decision.

From the above implementation, it can be seen that the

dependency of the constraints is established through the

input-constraints, design-alternatives, and resulting-

constraints slots. Through the design-alternatives and

evaluation slots, the rationale for each design decision is

captured. Through the preceding-decision and succeeding-

decision slots, a design history is established.
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5.2.3.2 Decision management

Decision management sets the slot values of each

decision and establishes the links among decisions, design

alternatives, and evaluation objects during the development

of a design history. Decision management has two major

procedures: DECISION-SLOT-SET and CORRELATION-SET.

When a decision is made, the DECISION-SLOT-SET

procedure first assigns the values of the design-

alternatives and evaluation slots by collecting the design

alternatives and evaluation objects in the decision. Next,

the procedure sets the value of the input-constraint slot.

The value is collected from the evaluation objects for each

of the design alternatives, since these evaluation objects

have used the existing active constraints to perform the

evaluations on the design alternatives. After that, it

specifies the value of the resulting-constraints slot based

on the results of applying the decision operators to the

design alternatives. Only the accepted design alternative

is put into the slot. The DECISION-SLOT-SET procedure

always maintains a pointer to the last decision made. From

the pointer, when a decision is created following that

decision, the preceding-decision slot of the new decision is

assigned to the last decision, while the succeeding-decision

slot in the last decision is set to the new decision.

After all slot values of a particular decision are

assigned, the CORRELATION-SET procedure establishes the
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links among the decision, the design alternatives, and the

evaluation objects. It first links the decision with all

the design alternatives by putting the name of the decision

into the related-decision slot of each of the design

alternatives, including resulting constraints (see Figure

5.12). Then it links each design alternative with its

evaluation objects, if any, by assigning the related-

comparison and related-comparison-base slots of the design

alternative to the evaluation objects (also see Figure

5.12) .

The two procedures are located in the slots decision-

slot-set and correlation-set in the decision class object.

They are invoked through message passing when a decision is

made.
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6. PLAYBACK SYSTEM

The Playback system was developed to enable designers,

manufacturing engineers, and management personnel to review

and examine an existing design. To help the users

efficiently retrieve and easily understand the design

information, the Playback system provides different

interfaces for displaying and retrieving design information.

This chapter presents a description of the Playback

system. It begins with an illustration of the browsing

capabilities, and then it presents the major implementations

of the Playback system.

6.1 Playback Capabilities

The browsing capabilities of the Design Playback system

are established based on the results of the redesign

experiments described in Appendix I. To answer the

questions and confirm the conjectures engineers have during

redesign, the Design Playback system must present design

artifacts in terms of entities of assembly, component, and

composite feature along with information on geometry,

topology, functionality, physical property, and

manufacturing specifications. In addition, the Design

Playback system must present information on the design

process, including design evolution and rationale. To

facilitate redesign and avoid introducing design flaws, the
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Design Playback system also needs to present the constraint

dependencies.

In correspondence with these requirements, the Design

Playback system currently provides four major browsing

capabilities:

1. browsing design artifacts,

2. browsing design evolution,

3. browsing design rationale and alternatives, and

4. browsing constraint dependencies.

6.1.1 Design artifact browsing

Design artifact browsing consists of three parts:

browsing the hierarchical structure of the design, browsing

isometric drawings including assemblies, components, and

composite features, and browsing the features of design

objects. Three interfaces have been developed to support

these browsing activities: the hierarchy interface, the

graphical interface, and the feature interface. To

illustrate the browsing capability, the bottom-case

component is used as an example (see Appendix III).

Design artifact browsing begins with two top-level

displays. The first allows the users to inspect the

hierarchical structure of a design, as shown in Figure 6.1.

In this graph, it can be seen that the battery-case consists

of two components: bottom -case and cover. The bottom-case

is composed of several features, such as the left-side-wall,
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ESIGH HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE of BAT-00114

BATTERY-CASE

COVER

BOTTOM-CASE

RIGHT-ISOLATING-WALL

LEFT-ISOLATING-WALL

RIGHT-GROOVE
RIGHT-SIDE-WALL<

RIGHT-SIDE-WALL-SLOT

LEFT-GROOVE
LEFT -SIDE-WALL<'

LEFT-SIDE-WALL-SLOT

BACK-WALL

BOTTOM

Figure 6.1 Hierarchy Interface

Commands Graphical Interface : BOTTOM-CASE
Features

Tree
Zoom
Rotate
Redraw
Tools
Close

Figure 6.2 Graphical Interface
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right-isolating-wall, and back-wall. The second top-level

display is an isometric drawing of the entire design. The

two top-level displays are synchronized, so that if an

object is selected in the hierarchy via the mouse, the

corresponding object will appear as an isometric drawing in

the graphical interface. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present an

example of this facility.

esign Object Feature

Decision I Pre Decision Pre Constraint I Input Constraint I[Affected Constraint I Alter Proposal I Close

OBJECT:
DESIGN-OBJECT-TYPE:
ASSEMBLY:
FUNCTION-PURPOSE:
MATERIAL:
LENGTH:
WIDTH:
HEIGHT:
TOLERANCE:
FILLETS:
CONNECTION

BOTTOM-CASE
COMPONENT

BOTTOM-DEVICE
holding batteries and spring-contacts
injection ABS
1.611

0.6299999999999999
0.318

+ -0.004
0.015

cover slides onto bottom-case from two sides

Figure 6.3 Feature Interface

From the graphical interface, Figure 6.2, the design

object parameters or features can be inspected by selecting

the command "Features" in the menu attached to the graphical

interface. This selection will open a feature interface.

Figure 6.3 presents an example of the bottom-case feature

interface. In the bottom box on the interface, there are

two columns. One shows the names of the design object

parameters; the other shows their current values. From
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these, the user can inspect standard information of the kind

stored by most current CAD systems, such as length, width,

overall tolerance, and fillets. One of unique

characteristics of the Design History Tool is that it also

allows the user to inspect the purpose feature, which

describes the purpose of the design object, and the

connection feature, which describes how the design object

connects to other objects. In this example, the bottom-case

purpose is to "hold batteries and spring-contacts" and its

connection is "the cover slides onto the bottom-case from

the two sides".

fraM7=MWel'EpliTMIMMTEITSIMIIIRIYIEVLIM
Features

Tree
Zoom
Rotate
Redraw
Tools
Close

Figure 6.4 Two-way Associativity Example: Part 1
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ESIGU HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE of BAT-COtlet

BATTERY-CASE

COVER

BOTTOM-CASE

RIGHT-ISOLATING-WALL

LEFT-ISOLATING-WALL

RIGHT-GROOVE
RIGHT-SIDE-WALL<

RIGHT-SIDE-WALL-SLOT

LEFr-SIDE -WALL

BACK-WALL

BOTTOM

LEFT-GROOVE

LEFT-SIDE-WALL-SLOT

Figure 6.5 Two-way Associativity Example: Part 2

Another feature of the Design Playback system is that

the isometric drawing is mouse sensitive. This feature

allows the user to select any individual design object in

the isometric drawing via the mouse, including an assembly,

component, or composite feature, and correspondingly, the

selected design object will be highlighted in the

hierarchical structure graph. This association helps the

user locate design objects and inspect the relationships

among them. The association is two-way: if any design

object node is selected in the hierarchical structure graph,

Figure 6.1, the selected design object will be highlighted

in the corresponding isometric drawing. Figure 6.4 and

Figure 6.5 present an example of the two-way associativity.

In addition to the two-way associativity, the graphical

interface allows the inspection of an individual design

object. This can be done by selecting a desired design
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Features

Tree
Zoom
Rotate
Redraw
Tools
Close

Figure 6.6 Display Of Selected Composite Feature

object in the isometric drawing and then selecting the

command, "Zoom", from the menu attached to the interface.

Figure 6.6 presents an example of this operation from Figure

6.4.

The graphical interface also supports rotation of a

design object. This can be done by selecting the command,

"Rotate", from the menu. When this command is selected, the

interface provides further commands that specify what kinds

of rotations are required. Figure 6.7 presents an example

of this operation from Figure 6.6.
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Commands Graphical Interface : LEFT-SIDE-WALL

Features
Tree

Zoom
Rotate
Redraw
Tools
Close

Figure 6.7 Design Object Rotation

6.1.2 Design evolution browsing

The second browsing capability allows the user to trace

a design from initial specifications to final detailed

design. This facility is developed to aid engineers in

understanding how a design came into being. A design

evolution interface has been developed to support this

facility. This interface displays the design evolution

information in a format graph and allows engineers to

further browse information from the graph. This capability

will be illustrated through an example of browsing the

evolution of the left-side-wall-slot functional purpose.

As shown in Figure 6.6, the left-side-wall-slot is
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[Close

OBJECT:
DESIGN-OBJECT-TYPE:
FUNCTION-PURPOSE
SHAPE:
LENGTH:
WIDTH:
HEIGHT:
LOCATION-X-VALUE:
LOCATION-Y-VALUE:
LOCATION -Z-VALUE:

LEFT-SIDE-WALL-SLOT
FEATURE

fasten cover
CUBE

0.06

0.12499999999999989
0.06
0.505
0

0.08

Figure 6.8 Inspection Of Feature Details

ty decision Graph

SIDE-WALL-SLOT .UNCTION-PURPOSE SIDE-WALL-U-CROOVE FUNCTION - PURPOSE BOTTOM -CASE .CONNECTION COVER .FUNCTION-PURPOSE

Figure 6.9a Design Evolution Browsing: Part 1

COVER .FUNCTION-PURPOSE BOTTOM-CASE FUNCTION - PURPOSE --BATTERY-CASE .FUNCTION-PURPOSE BATTERY- CASE .FUNCTION- PURPOSE

Figure 6.9b Design Evolution Browsing: Part 2

selected. To inspect the evolution of the purpose, the user

requests a feature interface by selecting the command

"Features" from the menu attached to the isometric drawing.

Figure 6.8 presents the feature interface. It can be seen

that the purpose of the left-side-wall-slot is to fasten

cover. The design evolution information is retrieved by

selecting the "Pre Decision" (preceding decisions) or "Pre

Constraint" (preceding constraints) commands from the

feature interface. The evolution is displayed as a graph,

as shown in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b. Because of space
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limitations, the whole graph is divided into two graphs for

this thesis.

The graph shows a sequence of decisions from left-to-

right backward in time to the beginning of the design.

These decisions ultimately determined the purpose of the

left-side-wall-slot. From the graph, it can be seen that at

the beginning of the design, the two purposes of the

battery-case were determined. Then the battery-case

functions were refined for the bottom-case and cover

functions. After that, the bottom-case connection was

designed that determined how the bottom -case and cover were

connected to each other. Based on the connection, the side-

wall-u-groove function was determined. The side-wall-u-

groove is shown in Figure 6.6. Then finally, the side-wall-

slot purpose was determined.

Derived-Constraints

DESIGN-OBJECT: SIDE-WALL-U-GROOVE
FEATURE: FUNCTION-PURPOSE
VALUE: hold cover

Figure 6.10 Details Of A Derived Constraint
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Each node in the evolution graph can be further

inspected. This is done by selecting the desired node in

the graph via the mouse. Figure 6.10 presents an example of

inspecting the side-wall-u-groove purpose value. This

example is retrieved by first selecting the side-wall-u-

groove node in the evolution graph, and then selecting the

resulting-constraints entity in the side-wall-u-groove

decision interface, which is not shown here. This display

is actually a display of the derived constraint that

determined the function-purpose of the left-side-wall-u-

groove.

6.1.3 Design rationale browsing

The design rationale browsing capability allows the

user to retrieve information on why and how each decision

was made, what alternatives were considered, and why they

were rejected. Design rationale browsing consists of

correctness rationale browsing and appropriateness rationale

browsing. Correctness rationale browsing is accomplished by

first selecting the feature of interest and then selecting

the "Decision" command from the feature interface. The

first step of the appropriateness rationale browsing is the

same as the correctness rationale browsing. Then it is

accomplished by selecting the "Alter Proposal" (alternative

proposal) command from the feature interface. Two

interfaces, called decision interface and alternative
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interface, are developed to display these design rationales.

To demonstrate the browsing capability, an example of

browsing the alternatives of the bottom-case connection is

shown.

Design Alternative

Inspect nose

Alternative-1 :

Rationale-Alternative-1:

Alternative-2:

Rationale-Alternative-2:

Alternative-3:

Rationale-Alternative-3:

BOTTOM-CASE .CONNECTION: (BOTTOM-CASE
COVER are connected by using glue or solvent to
stick them together)

Adhensive is not predictable for automatic
assembly .[ic]

BOTTOM-CASE .CONNECTION: (BOTTOM-CASE
COVER are connected by snapping cover into
bottom-case from top)

BATTERY-CONTACT ASSEMBLY-METHOD robtic
automatic assembly .[GC] , snapping is not
suitable for robtic assembly .[ic]

BOTTOM-CASE .CONNECTION: (BOTTOM-CASE
COVER are connected by screw joint)

The screw joint is more expensive and requires
additional equipment .[ic]

Figure 6.11 Alternative Browsing

In Figure 6.3, the bottom-case connection feature is

selected. Its value is cover slides onto bottom-case from

two sides. By selecting the "Alter Proposal" command from

the menu, a design alternative interface is created, as

shown in Figure 6.11. From the interface, it can be seen

that, for the bottom-case connection, there are three

alternative proposals. One is Using glue or solvent to

stick bottom case to cover, another is Snapping cover into

bottom-case from top, and the last one is Screw joint the

two cases. The three rationale slots, which correspond to
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the design alternatives, present the rationales for why

these alternatives were not accepted. For example, the last

proposal was rejected because The screw joint is more

expensive and requires additional equipment.

6.1.4 Constraint dependency browsing

Constraint dependency browsing allows the user to

inspect the dependencies among constraints. This

information explains how design object features depend on

each other, and thus it is very useful for understanding

the design and assisting redesign. To facilitate engineers

in examining the dependencies, a dependency interface has

been developed. This interface displays the dependency

information as a graph. Each node in the graph represents a

design object feature, or a constraint, and a link between

each node indicates a dependency among them.

constraints Graph

BOTTOM -CASE FUNCTION-PURPOSEIDC1
BATTERY- CASE .FUNCTION-PURPOSMCIBATTERY-CONTACT .FUNCTION-PURPOSEIICCI

LOWER-HALF-PART .ASSEMBLY(GC1

Figure 6.12 Input Constraint Graph

There are two kinds of constraint dependency browsing.

Figure 6.12 presents an example of one of the constraint

dependencies, called an input constraint dependency. This

dependency shows how a design object feature directly or

indirectly depends on other design object features or other

constraints. From Figure 6.12, for example, it can be seen

that the bottom-case function purpose was derived from the
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battery-case function purpose and the lower-half-part

assembly. This means that these two constraints directly

influenced the bottom-case purpose value, because they were

inputs to the decision that determined the bottom -case

purpose.

tinted constraints Graph

BACK-WALL ,LENOTH[DC]
BOTTOM-CASE LENGTH[DCl<

BACK-WALL-U-GROOVE LOCATION-V-VALUE[DC1

Figure 6.13 Affected Constraint Graph

Another type of constraint dependency that can be

inspected is called an affected constraint dependency. This

dependency shows how a design object feature or a constraint

directly or indirectly influences other design object

features. In other words, if this design object feature

value were to change, all of the dependent design object

features might need to change as well. This dependency is

very useful for the redesign process. It gives the user

some idea of the potential impact of a proposed design

change. Figure 6.13 presents a simple example of the

affected constraint dependency graph. From Figure 6.13, it

can be seen that the bottom-case length influences the back-

wall length and the back-wall-u-groove location. If the

bottom-case length is changed, the two design object

features could be affected and may need to change as well.

The input and affected constraint dependencies are
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retrieved from the feature interface by selecting the "Input

Constraint" and "Affected Constraint" commands. Before

retrieval, it is necessary to select a feature for which the

user wants to examine the constraint dependencies. The

dependency interface, like the design evolution interface,

also supports further inspection of each node details by

mouse selection of each node in the graph.

Given Constraints

Affected constraints Change Constraints Close Browsing

BATTERY-CONTACT /UNCTION-PURPOSE I:
BATTERY ASSEMBLY:

BATTERY-CONTACT .FUNCTION-PURPOSEz:

BATTERY-CONTACT .CONTACT-FORCE:

BATTERY .TOP-DIAMETER:

BAiIERY BOTTOM - DIAMETER

BATTERY .HEIGHT:

BATTERY DISTANCE- TOP- TO- SECONDLEVEL:

BATTERY .ELECTRICAL- POLAR:

BATTERY-HOLDER .THICKNESS:

BATTERY-HOLDER JNTERIOR-LENGTH:

BATTERY-HOLDER .INTERIOR-WIDTH:

BATTERY-HOLDER .INTERIOR-HEIGHT:

PRINTED- CIRCUIT -BROAD .CONTACT-AREA-DIAMETER:

PCS-CONTACT-CENTER .DISTANCE- TO- HOLDERJ1EAR:

holding 3 batteries
In series
electrically connecting batteries to a Printed

Circuit Board
0.1 lb mimimum and 1 lb maximum at
batterioxs and Printed Circuit Board

0.28
0.45 +- 0.0006
0.23 -0.016
0.1

bottom Is positive; top is negative
0.06, maximum
1.56 + - 0.004
0.57 + - 0.003
0268 + - 0.008
0.1 + - 0.004
0.18 +- 0.02

PCB-CONTACT-CENTER .DISTANCE-TO-HODLER2OTTOM: 0.6 + - 0.014
CONTACT .DISTANCE-TO-BATTERY-HOLDER.LEFT-SIDE: VARIABLE
BATTERY-CONTACT PRODUCTION: sok/month, 600K/yr,1800kAife
BATTERY - HOLDER - OPENING JUNCTION-PURPOSE: for batteries sliding Into the wails
BATTERY-HOLDER-OPENING ASSEMBLY: an ad just component will close the opening
BATTERY-HOLDER .MATERIAL: PLASTIC
MINITiVrtT DI ATIPJR 11IrKFI Fn

Figure 6.14 Given Constraint Interface

In addition to browsing the relationships among the

design object features, it is also possible to inspect the

relationship between initial specifications (i.e., given

constraints) and the design object features. Figure 6.14

presents the interface for given constraints in the battery
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contact design. This interface displays all of the original

design specifications given to the designer. For example,

the purpose of the battery-contact is holding 3 batteries

and electrically connecting batteries to a Printed Circuit

Board. More importantly, the interface supports retrieving

the dependency relationship between each given constraint

and the design object features.

ffecteti constraints Graph

BATTERY .BOTTOM-DIAMETER[GC1
"S";;LATING-WALL .LENGHTIDC]

BOTTOM-CASE .MATERIAL[DCJ

Figure 6.15 Effect Of A Given Constraint

Suppose the battery bottom diameter increases (because

a larger battery is required). The original value is 0.45

inches, as shown in Figure 6.14. What design object

features or constraints might be affected by the change? To

retrieve this information, the user first selects the

battery.bottom- diameter entity in Figure 6.14, and then

selects the command "Affected Constraint" in the interface.

Figure 6.15 presents the resulting graph. Because of space

limitations, the graph is trimmed for the example, the whole

graph is much bigger than this one. From the graph, it can

be seen that if the bottom diameter of the battery changes,

it will directly influence the isolating-wall length, and

bottom-case material and through these two features, it will

indirectly affect many other design object features. If the
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bottom-case is redesigned for the variation of the battery

diameter, both of these decisions will need to be

reconsidered to avoid introducing design flaws.

6.2 Playback Implementation

The playback implementation has been focused on the

development of different interfaces that support the

browsing capabilities presented in the previous section.

The development of these interfaces mainly involved three

aspects:

1. generation of proper entities along with their

details from the design information represented in

the knowledge base so that they are consistent with

the terminology engineers use,

2. development of different schemes for displaying

different design information so that engineers can

easily understand it, and,

3. development of browsing methods for efficient

retrieval of design information.

In this section, the implementations of three kinds of

interfaces are presented: the graphical interface, the

relation interface, and the textual interface. In addition,

the implementation of the two-way associativity is also

discussed.

The graphical interface is used to display and browse

isometric drawings of the design objects, while the relation
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interface is used to display and browse relationships among

the design objects, constraints, and decisions. The textual

interface supports display and retrieval of detailed

information about the design objects such as design object

features, design rationale such as design alternatives, and

constraints such as a particular derived constraint. All

three kinds of interfaces are implemented under HyperClass.

6.2.1 The graphical interface

A typical graphical interface is shown in Figure 6.2.

It has a view window that displays the isometric image of a

design object and an attached menu that allows further

inspection of the displayed object. The view window is

mouse sensitive and allows further selection of the design

objects from the displayed object via mouse.

The graphical interface is constructed through five

groups of procedures: interactions between HyperClass and

Vantage, creation of the csg-node and scene for each design

object, projection of the image of each design object,

development of a specialized editor for the graphical

interface through the facilities of HyperClass, and mouse

interaction.

6.2.1.1 Interactions between HyperClass and Vantage

Both HyperClass and Vantage implement object-oriented

programming concepts under a Lisp environment, so it is
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natural that they have similar, even identical functions.

To control the interactions between these two systems, three

major changes have been made [Charon, 89]. First, several

functions in Vantage have been renamed to eliminate naming

conflicts. Second, functions were written to take the

output from Vantage (which is constructed in a Lucid window)

and display it in a Generic Window. Third, necessary data

from the design object representation under HyperClass are

provided for Vantage to generate csg-node and scene.

HyperClass employs the Generic Window system, which is

a portable window interface for Common Lisp. The Generic

Window system [Smith, 88a] does not implement windows

itself, but it provides a standardized interface to numerous

window systems that do implement windows. In the current

case, it provides an interface to the Lucid Window package,

which is part of Lucid Common Lisp.

Vantage directly calls the Lucid Window package for

displaying graphical images. The coordinate system used by

the Generic Window system is a fourth-quadrant system,

whereas the Lucid Window system employs a first quadrant

system.

Normally, Vantage displays its output in a Lucid window

called the *vantage-window*. To enable Vantage to work in

the Generic Window system, the *vantage-window* is "closed",

so that it is invisible to the user, but still accessible to

Vantage. All relevant functions under HyperClass display 3-
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D objects by calling the appropriate Vantage functions

(which place their output in the *vantage-window*) and then

copying the resulting image from the hidden window into the

appropriate Generic Window.

When Vantage generates the graphical images of the

design objects, certain information is required. This

information includes the shape, dimensions, rotation, and

translation of each design object. The rotation and

translation must be expressed in the Vantage coordinate

system. Since all of these data are represented in the

design object frames in HyperClass, procedures have been

written to manipulate these data and invoke Vantage

functions to create csg-nodes and scenes of the design

objects. Two major functions developed are DESIGN-

PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE and COMPOSITE.MAKE-NODE. The first

function is for the design objects that have simple shapes

such as slab, slot. The second one is for the design

objects that are assemblies or have composite shapes. These

two functions are encapsulated in the make-node slot of the

sub-classes of the design-primitives class object for

implementation efficiency.

6.2.1.2 Creation of csg-node and scene

As described in section 4.1.3, to display the image of

a design object, a csg-node and a scene need to be created

for the object. The csg-node contains all geometric data of
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Figure 6.16 Flow Chart Of Creation of CSG-node And Scene

the object, such as vertexes, edges, faces, body frames, and

node operations in the csg-tree (for a complex object). The

scene contains a collection of solids, environmental

conditions (e.g. lighting conditions), and viewing

conditions (e.g. cameras).

The csg-node and scene of a design object are created

by two functions: SOLVE-GEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINTS and either

DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE or COMPOSITE.MAKE-NODE depending

on the shape of the design object. These functions are

invoked by the DRAW-OBJECTS function, which is called to

request the display of a graphical image of a design object.

Figure 6.16 presents the flow chart of the creation of the

csg-node and scene. When the DRAW-OBJECTS function is

invoked, it first calls the SOLVE-GEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINTS
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function and then sends a message to the make-node slot of

the design object. Through message passing, the function

encapsulated in the make-node slot, either the DESIGN-

PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE or COMPOSITE.MAXE-NODE is invoked.

The SOLVE-GEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINTS function is a geometric

constraint solver. It calculates three translation values

and three rotation values of a design object with respect to

Figure 6.17 Vantage 3-D Coordinate System

the Vantage coordinate system.

Vantage exploits a 3-D coordinate system, as shown in

Figure 6.17, and defines the origin of the coordinate system

as the center of display window. To create a csg-node and

scene, in addition to the shape and dimensional parameters,

Vantage also requires X, Y, Z translations and X, Y, Z

rotations of a design object. The translations are based on

the origin of the coordinate system, and rotations are based

on the three axes of the coordinate system. These

translations and rotations determine the display location

and orientation of a design object in the Vantage coordinate
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system.

For a composite object such as a component, instead of

relative translations and rotations among the composite

features of the component, Vantage requires the absolute

translations and rotations of these features to its

coordinate system. The geometric constraints, however,

generally represent relative translations and rotations of

the design objects such as distance between surfaces, angle

between axis. They are used by engineers to define the

geometric relationships among the design objects.

The SOLVE-GEOMETRIC-CONSTRAINTS function converts these

geometric constraints into the Vantage translations and

rotations. It first collects all geometric constraints for

a design object from the in-constraints facets of the x-

translation, v-translation, z-translation, x-rotation,

rotation, and z-rotation slots. If the design object has

subsidiary design objects, it also collects the geometric

constraints from these subsidiary objects. Then it sends a

message to the solver slot in each of the geometric

constraints collected. Each solver slot contains a specific

solver procedure. Through message passing, the appropriate

procedure is invoked to calculate the translations and

rotations for the design object defined by a particular

constraint. The results of the translations and rotations

are then put into the six translation and rotation slots of

the design object.



The DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE function creates the

csg-node and scene for a design object that has a design

design-primitive.make-node

collect subsidiary objects

send message to
make-csg-node slot

CALL
boun-rep*

CALL

scene*
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link csg-node,

scene to object

CALL
csgnode*

Figure 6.18 Flow Chart Of DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE
Function

primitive shape (i.e. a shape that can be implemented by a

Vantage primitive). Its flow chart is presented in Figure

6.18. This function first collects the subsidiary objects

of the design object, if any, since the design object may

have some composite features. For example, left-side-wall,

shown in Figure 6.6, whose basic shape is a slab, has two

composite features: left-groove and left-side-wall-slot.

After collecting the subsidiary objects, the DESIGN-

PRIMITIVE.MAKE-NODE sends a message to the make-csg-node

slots of the design object and its subsidiary objects
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respectively. The DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAKE-CSG-NODE function

contained is invoked to create the csg-nodes for the design

object including its subsidiary objects.

The DESIGN-PRINEITIVE.MAKE-CSG-NODE function performs

three major operations. First, it retrieves the shape,

dimensional parameters, and six translation and rotation

values from the design object frame. Second, it manipulates

these data so that they are suitable to Vantage functions.

Finally, it invokes CSGNODE*, a Vantage function, to

generate a csg-node for the design object.

After the csg-node of the design object is created, the

DESIGN-PRIMITIVE.MAXE-NODE function calls BOON -REP* and

SCENE*, two Vantage functions, to generate the boundary

representation and scene for the design object. Then it puts

the names of the csg-node and scene created into the csonode

and scene slots of the design object for the use of mouse

interaction.

The COMPOSITE.MAKE-NODE function creates the csg-node

and scene for the design objects that are assemblies or

components having composite shape. This function performs

five major operations as shown in Figure 6.19. First, it

collects the subsidiary objects that construct the design

object. Second, it sends a message to the make-node slot in

each of the subsidiary objects to generate their csg-nodes.

Then it uses the CSGNODE* function to create the csg-node

for the design object by combining the csg-nodes of the
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Figure 6.19 Flow Chart Of COMPOSITE.MAKE -NODE Function

subsidiary objects. After that, it calls the BOUN-REP* and

SCENE* functions to create the boundary representation and

scene for the design object. Finally, it puts the names of

the csg-node and scene created into the csgnode and scene

slots of the design object respectively for the use of mouse

interaction.

6.2.1.3 Projection of the image

The projection of a design object image is accomplished

by two major implementations. The first implementation

creates a class object called drawable in the design history

knowledge base as shown in Figure 6.20. This class object

has two slots: editor-to-use and current-bitmap. The

editor-to-use slot contains a specialized editor that is

designed as the graphical interface. The current-bitmap
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slot defines a bitmap region for displaying graphical

images. The drawable object must be the first generalization

of any object that is to be displayed. Thus each instance

of the drawable object will be displayable by this graphical

interface. The purpose of creating the drawable object is

to generally represent the above two properties of any

displayable design object and to allow those design objects

to inherit these properties.

DH-TEMPLATE2 DR.4Vg..BLE <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DRAWABLE
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: DH-KB
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21- Apr -91 14:46:12 PDT By: Chena
EDITOR-TO-USE[OBJECT]: GRAPHICAL INTER FACE
CURRENT-BITMAKBITMAP]:

Figure 6.20 Drawable Object Frame

The projection of a design object image is actually

performed by the DISPLAY-PREPARATION function. This

function is invoked by the DRAW-OBJECTS function and by

other menu operations in the graphical interface such as

nZoomn, and "Rotate", see Figure 6.2. The DISPLAY-

PREPARATION function retrieves the scene from the design

object frame and selects an appropriate camera as required

by the view rotation. Then it calls the function FIT-SCENE-

TO-SCREEN* with the camera and the scene. The drawing

functions SCENE-DRAW-BODY and SCENE-DRAW-EDGE are then
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H-TEMPLATE2 BOTTOM-CASE <FASTOBJECTEDITOR,

CSONODE(OBJECT]: NODE-48
SCENELEXPRI: SCENE-49
REPRESENTAT1ON(BITMAPJ:

RELEVANT-V1V2EDGES(EXPRJ: (((6399.31626021862 -265.36139845848083) (6823.580321669579 - 20.412415266036987) BACK- WALL-NO Of
CAMERAIEXPRJ: STANDARD-CAMERA
ROTATION[EXPRI: NIL
INCLUDED-OBJECTS(EXPR): ((BACK-WALL BACK-WALL-NODE) (LEFT-SIDE-WALL NODE-37) (BOTTOM BOTTOM - NODE) )

WIN-ORIGIN-X1EXPRI: 290.0
WIN-OF1IGIN-V tEXPRI: 223.86433763534174
ZOOMFIEXP111: 0.032009517276654485

Figure 6.21 Projection Of Image And Some Slots In Object
Frame

called to create an image in the hidden *vantage-window*.

After the image is created, DISPLAY-PREPARATION uses

function RASTEROP to copy the image from the hidden

*vantage-window* to the representation slot of the design

object frame. Figure 6.21 presents an example of the image

projection for the bottom-case frame. The process of

generating csg-nodes and producing images is quite time

consuming. The purpose of saving the images in the design

object frames is to allow the graphical interface to

retrieve these images quickly when they need to be
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displayed.

In order to perform the mouse interaction in the

graphical interface, some necessary slots along with their

values are also created and put into the design object frame

such as scene, camera, and relevant- vlv2edges by the

function DISPLAY-PREPARATION, see Figure 6.21.

6.2.1.4 The specialized editor for graphical interface

To construct the graphical interface, a specialized

editor has been developed, called graphicalinterface, Figure

6.22. This editor is implemented as an object in the

IMPLILSE.GRAPHICALINTERFACE <FASTOBJECTEDITOR

OBJECT: GRAPHICALINTERFACE
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: DESIGN-HISTORY
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21-1643r-91 14:56:52 PDT By: Chena
OPERATIONS(OBJECT]: DESIGNHISTORVOPERATIONS
COMPONENTS[OBJECT]: DH-WINDOW, REPRESENTATION-DISPLAY, and DH-

COMMANDMENU

Figure 6.22 Graphicalinterface Frame

Impulse knowledge base through the Impulse facilities. It

has two major slots: operations and components. These

define the layout and functions of the graphical interface.

The component slot contains three objects: dh-window,

representation-display, and dh-commandmenu. The dh-window
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IMPULSE.DH-WINDOW <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DH-WINDOW
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECTEDITORWINDOW
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 21-Apr-91 5:03:56 PDT By: Chena
PICKED-FEATURE[OBJECT]: NIL
BUTTONEVENTFN[LISPVALUE]: IMP UL S E/ED ITO RWIND OW/B UTTON EVE NTFN
TITLE[LISP]: IMPUL SE/E D ITO RWINDOWMTL E
INITIALHEIGHTIEXPRI: 501
INITIALWIDTH[EXPR]: 580
TITLEFONT[FONT](A): 4t< GF to #<Variable-Width -Font HIv10.vft 11Al 8 B E »

Figure 6.23 DH-Window Frame

object defines the large display window of the graphical

interface. It has six major slots, as shown in Figure 6.23.

The picked-feature and buttoneventfn slots are used for

mouse interaction that will be discussed in the next

section. The title slot contains a Lisp procedure that

generates the title for the graphical interface, see Figures

6.2 and 6.6. The initialheight and initialwidth slots

indicate how large the display window should be. Their

values are calculated during the initialization of the

system, and depend on the underlying dimensions of the root-

viewport (i.e. the main SPE sunview window). The titlefont

slot defines the font of the title.

The representation-display object defines the display

scheme for the graphical interface. It has three major

slots shown in Figure 6.24. The value slot contains a

procedure DISPLAY-REPRESENTATION. This procedure retrieves
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IMPULSE.REPRESENTATION-DISPLAV <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>
OBJECT: REPRESENTATION-DISPLAY
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: PRO PERTYDISPLAYACTIVEREGION

CAPTION&VALUEPROPERTYDISPLAY
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 7-Sept-90 9:50:55 PDT By: Chena
VALUE[LISP]: DISPLAY-REPRESENTATION
DISPLAY[LISP]: DH-DISPLAY
INDENT[LISP]: 0

Figure 6.24 Representation-Display Frame

the bitmap stored on the representation slot of the design

object frame. The display slot contains a procedure DH-

DISPLAY that determines how the graphical image of a design

object is displayed in the interface and creates the

necessary active-region for the mouse interaction. The

indent slot simply determines the display origin for the

graphical image.

Returning to the main graphicalinterface frame (Figure

6.22), the dh-commandmenu object defines the attached menu

of the graphical interface, including the menu commands and

the layout of the menu. The menu commands are defined as

slots such as zoom, features, and rotate, see Figure 6.25.

Each of the slots has a facet menuitem to identify itself as

a menu item. The layout of the attached menu is defined by

five major slots. The values of the width and initialheight
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IMPULSE.DH-COMMANDMENU <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DH-COMMANDMENU
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: DH-GRAPHICALMENU
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 12-Nov-90 13:35:41 PST By: Chena
Features[EXPR]:
Ro tate[EXPR]:
Toolo[EXPR]:
CIose[EXPR]:
Redraw[EXPR]:
Zoom[EXPR]:
Tree[EXPR]:
WIDTHIEXPRI: 100
INITIALHEIGHT[EXPR]: 400
TITLE[TEXT]: Commands
TITLEFONTIFONTI(1: Helvetica-Bold 14

Figure 6.25 DH-Commandmenu Frame

slots specify the dimensions of the menu, while the title

and titlefont slots specify the title and title font of the

menu. The font slot defines the font of the menu commands.

IMPULSE.DESIGNHISTOFIVOPERATIONS <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DESIGNHISTORYOPERATIONS
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OPERATIONS
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 12-Nov-90 14:02:09 PST By: Chena
Zoom[LISP]: DISPLAY-COMPONENT-SELECTED2
Features[LISP]: STARTDESIGNOBJECTFEATUREINTERFACE
Too IsILISPI: IMPULSE/OBJECTEDITOR/EDITAS
CIose[LISP]: CLOSEBROWSINGWINDOW-2
Rotate[LISP]: VIEW-CHANGE
Redraw[LISP]: REDRAW-DESIGNOBJECT
Tree[LISP]: DISPLAY-COMPONENT-TREE

Figure 6.26 Designhistoryoperations Frame
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The last thing that needs to be defined is to tell

HyperClass what action to take when each menu button is

pressed with the mouse. These are specified in the

designhistoryoperations object contained in the slot

operations of the graphicalinterface object (Figure 6.22).

This object has the same slots as the menu commands in the

dh-commandmenu, see Figures 6.25 and 6.26. Each of the

slots contains a specific procedure that performs the

operation required by the menu command. For example, If the

"zoom" command is selected, the system first finds the zoom

slot in the designhistoryoperations object, and then invokes

the procedure in the slot.

Whenever a design object is displayed by the graphical

interface, new instances of the graphicalinterface editor

and some of its components are created such as dh-window and

representation-display. These instances are used as

references in the operations of the menu commands and the

mouse interactions for a particular design object.

6.2.1.5 Mouse interaction

The mouse interaction procedures allow the user to use

the mouse to select a design object from the displayed

object in a graphical interface. In HyperClass, whenever a

mouse button is pressed or released, a function named

IMPULSE/EDITORWINDOWBUTTONEVENTFN is called to handle the

"button event". Normally, this function simply highlights a
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slot in a typical Impulse editor when a slot is selected

such as the object editor (Figure 4.2). However, in the

graphical interface, not only does the button event need to

be captured, but also components, assemblies, and features

need to be highlighted within the graphical display.

One way to implement this would be to rewrite the

IMPULSE/EDITORWINDOW/BUTTONEVENTFN function, but this

function is complex. Instead, the defadvice facility of

Lucid common lisp is used to create a "wrapper" around the

IMPULSE/EDITORWINDOW/BUTTONEVENTFN function. Through the

implementation, whenever the function is called, it instead

executes the "advice". The advice checks to see if the

mouse is pointing to a graphical display window. If so, it

calls a specific function named CATCHIT, otherwise, it

processes the button event in the usual way.

The CATCHIT function sets the global variable *current-

vantage-window* to the window under the mouse and determines

if the mouse-click is inside an active region that is

activated by the function DH-DISPLAY in the representation-

display object.

If so, then the CATCHIT function determines which

design object is to be selected. This determination is

accomplished by three functions, EDGE-MATCH-3D, FIND-

RELEVANT-NODE, and GET-INCLUDED-OBJECT. The function EDGE-

MATCH-3D determines the closest line to the mouse position.

This is done by finding the shortest orthogonal projection
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to any line in the image. When the closest line has been

determined, FIND-RELEVANT-NODE computes the relevant csg-

node. Both of these functions use the value of the

relevant- vlv2edges slot of the displayed object. This is a

list of each edge in the image along with the csg-node that

produces that edge. This list is created by the DISPLAY-

PREPARATION function.

After the relevant csg-node is known, the GET-INCLUDED-

OBJECT function determines which design object is involved

by inspecting the value of the included-object slot of the

displayed object. This is a list of all included design

objects in the graphical display and their csg-nodes.

The last step is to highlight the selected design

object, and if necessary, unhighlight any previously

selected object. If an object has been previously selected,

its name will be stored as the value of the picked-feature

slot of the dh-window instance. If there is a previously

selected object, the function DH-REFETCH is called to

unhighlight the object by redisplaying the entire image, and

the picked-feature slot is updated to the name newly

selected design object. In either case, the newly selected

object is highlighted by two functions FIND-ALL-EDGES-TO-

SHOWUP and FIND-ALL-FEATURE-EDGE-TO-DASH. The first

function highlights design objects that occupy a positive

space, while the second function marks the edges of design

objects that occupy a negative space (e.g. slots and holes).
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6.2.2 The relation interfaces

The relation interfaces are developed to display and

browse relationships among design objects, constraints, and

decisions. Three kinds of relation interfaces have been

developed; they are the design hierarchy interface (Figure

6.1), the design evolution interface (Figure 6.9a), and the

constraint dependency interface (Figure 6.12). All of the

interfaces display the relations as tree graphs and each

interface is mouse sensitive to allow further inspection.

The three interfaces are constructed through the

development of specialized editors along with their

procedures. In this section, the design hierarchy interface

is presented as an illustration of the relation interface

implementation.

IMPULSE.DH-GRAPHEDITOR <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DH-GRAPHEDITOR
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: GRAPHEDITOR
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 6-Mar-90 16:35:39 PST By: Chena
COMPONENTS[OBJECT]: DH-GRAPHERWINDOW and GRAPHOFDESIGNOBJECTS
PICKEDREGIONIEXPR]: NIL

Figure 6.27 DH-Grapheditor Frame
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The design hierarchy interface is implemented through

the specialized editor dh-grapheditor. The editor is a

specialization of the Impulse grapheditor with two

components dh-grapherwindow and graphofdesignobject, see

Figure 6.27. Another slot of the editor is pickedregion.

It is used for the two-way associativity that will be

described in the next section.

IMPULSE.DH-GR.APHEBWINDOW <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DH-GRAPHERWINDOW
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: GRAPHERWINDOW
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 30-Oct-90 15:12:19 PST
INITIALWIDTH[EXPR]: 770
INITIALHEIGHT[EXPR]: 600
TITLE[LISP]: DH-GRAPHTITLE
TITLEFONTIFONT]: Helvetica-Bold 14

By: Chena

Figure 6.28 DH-Grapherwindow Frame

The dh-grapherwindow object defines the window layout

of the hierarchy interface. Two slots, initialwidth and

initialheight, specify the dimensions of the interface,

while the title and titlefont slots determine the title and

its font for the interface, see Figure 6.28.

The graphofdesignobject defines the display and mouse

interaction of the hierarchy interface. It has seven major

slots, see Figure 6.29. The slot respondwithoutmenu
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MPULSE GRAPHOFDESIGNOBJECTS <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: GRAPHOFDESIGNOBJECTS
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: GRAPHOFOBJECTS
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 15-Oct-90 12:10:08 PDT By: Chena
GENERATENODE[LISP]: IMPULSE/GRAPHOFOBJECTS/GENERATENODE-1
RESPONDWITHOUTMENU[LISP]: IMPULSE/GRAPHOFOBJECTS/RESPONDWITHOUTMENU-i
CLASSFONT[FONT]: Helvetica-Bold 12
INDIVIDUALFONT[FONT]: Helvetica 12
GRAPHADDNODEFN[LISP]: IMPULSE/GRAPHOFOBJECTS/ADDOBJECTFN
GRAPH.ADDLINKFN[LISP]: IMPULSE/GRAPHOFOBJECTS/ADDLINKFN
GRAPH[EXPR]:

Figure 6.29 Graphofdesignobjects Frame

contains a procedure that supports the mouse interaction of

the interface (see below). The generatenode slot has a

procedure that determines the label, font, and display

scheme for each node of the graph. The classfont and

individualfont slots provide two kinds of fonts for the

nodes of the interface. The slot graphaddlinkfn contains a

procedure that adds links among the nodes in the interface,

while the graphaddnodefn slot names a procedure that adds

the nodes and arranges the layout of the nodes for the

interface. The graph slot will contain all nodes in the

graph. For each instance of the graphofdesignobject, the

value of this slot is used to find a desired node in the

hierarchy interface for a design object.

The graph structure is determined by the displayed

object in the isometric drawing interface. A hierarchy

interface is created by the menu command "tree" in the
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isometric drawing interface. It displays the hierarchical

graph starting from the design object that is the primary

object of the displayed design object (see Figures 6.1 and

6.2). From the two Figures, it can be seen that the

displayed object is the bottom-case, while the hierarchical

graph begins from the battery-case, the primary object of

the bottom-case. This facility is developed to facilitate

the browsing of a complicated design.

To collect the design objects of the hierarchy graph,

the procedure DISPALYSECCESSION-1 is developed. This

procedure successively collects the design objects,

beginning from the subsidiary slot in the primary object of

the displayed object, then from the subsidiary slot of each

collected design object.

6.2.3 Two-way associativity

As described in section 6.1.1, the two-way

associativity was implemented to facilitate locating design

objects and inspecting the relationships among the design

objects. It is important to point out that the relevant

object image is only highlighted in its primary object

display when an object node is selected. For example, from

Figures 6.4 and 6.5, it can be seen that the left-side-wall

node is selected in the hierarchy interface and the object

image is highlighted in the bottom-case display, the primary

object of the left-side-wall. This facility is developed to
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facilitate browsing a complicated design and design objects

that occupy a negative space.

Highlighting the selected object image, when it is

selected from a graphical interface, is accomplished by the

mouse interaction described previously in section 6.2.1.5.

Highlighting the relevant object node in the hierarchy

interface is implemented through the function

HIGHLIGHTOBJECTNODE. This function performs four

operations:

1. unhighlight any previously highlighted object node,

2. find the relevant node in the hierarchy interface

for the selected object,

3. find the active region of the relevant node in the

hierarchy interface, and

4. highlight the active region of the relevant node.

Unhighlighting any previously highlighted object node

in the hierarchy interface is accomplished by first checking

the value of the slot pickedregion in the instance of the

dh-grapheditor, see Figure 6.27. If there is a previously

selected object node, the slot value is set to the active

region of the node in the hierarchy interface. Otherwise

the value is set to nil. When the slot value is not nil,

the function PROPERTYDISPLAY/HIGHLIGHT is then invoked to

unhighlight the previous node.

Finding the relevant node in the hierarchy interface

for the selected object is accomplished by the function
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FINDEDITEEINGRAPH. Each node in the hierarchy graph has a

unique representation under HyperClass. The representation

contains information about the node's label, font, editee,

and active region in the graph. The editee is a standard

list that contains the name of the knowledge base that the

node belongs to and the object name the node stands for.

This representation does not correspond directly to the

design object name, but it is required by many HyperClass

functions. Thus the function FINDEDITEEGRAPH first converts

the selected object name into an editee representation and

obtains all the nodes of the hierarchy from the slot graph

in the instance of the graphofdesignobject (see Figure

6.29). Then it searches the relevant node from all the

nodes obtained by the editee.

The third operation is performed by the function

GRAPHNODE-USERFIELD. This function uses the found node to

match the active region from the node representation.

Finally, after the active region of the relevant node

in the hierarchy interface is found, the function

PROPERTYDISPLAY/HIGHLIGHT is invoked to highlight the active

region in the hierarchy interface.

When an object node is selected in the hierarchy

interface, Highlighting the selected object node as well as

the relevant object image in its primary object display is

performed by the function RESPONDWITHOUTMENU-1 contained in

the graphofdesignobject (see Figure 6.29). This function
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first unhighlights any previously highlighted object node by

checking the value of the slot pickedregion in the instance

of the dh-grapheditor. Then it highlights the selected node

and updates the value of the pickedregion slot to the active

region of the new selected node.

To highlight the relevant object image in its primary

object display, two functions are developed that are invoked

by the function RESPONDWITHOUTMENU-1. The first function

FIND-GRAPHICAL-INTERFACE must find the primary object

display, since the object image is only highlighted in that

display. As mentioned previously, this facility is

developed to facilitate browsing a complicated design and

design objects that occupy a negative space. If the primary

object display is not found, it creates a new interface for

the primary object by the function MAKE-SCENE-DISPLAY-2. It

is necessary to point out that when the selected node is an

entire assembly, it just creates a new interface for the

assembly and no highlight is needed.

The second function, HIGHLIGHT-OBJECT, calls the

relevant functions described in section 6.2.1.5 to highlight

the relevant object image.

6.2.4 The textual interfaces

The textual interfaces are developed to display and

browse detailed information about design objects such as

design object features, design decisions, design
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alternatives, and constraints. Five interfaces have been

developed. They are the feature interface (Figure 6.3), the

decision interface, alternative proposal interface (Figure

6.10), the general given constraint interface (Figure 6.11),

and the constraint interface (Figure 6.14). To illustrate

the underlying techniques for the development of the

interfaces, this section presents the implementation of two

typical interfaces: the feature interface and the

alternative proposal interface.

6.2.4.1 The feature interface

The feature interface consists of three parts: the

button menu, the interactive message window, and the feature

display (Figure 6.3). The button menu allows the user to

inspect additional information about the design object

features, such as decisions, design alternatives, and

constraint dependencies. The interactive message window is

used to display error messages during browsing. The feature

display generates design object features represented in

knowledge base.

The feature interface is implemented through the

development of a series of specialized editors along with

the procedures associated with them. Figure 6.30 presents a

component hierarchy of the editors. The top level of

specialized editor is called feature - interface) that defines

the button menu. The second level of the editor, feature-



feature-interfacel

feature-interface-messages

feature-interface-buttons

feature-interface-window

feature-interfacel -operations

feature-interface-messages-window

feature-interface-names-window

feature-interface-names designobjectnamesdisplay

feature-interface-display

Figure 6.30 The Component Hierarchy Of The Feature Interface
Editor
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interface-messages, defines the interactive message window.

The third level of the editor, feature-interface-names,

defines the feature display.

Figure 6.31 presents a frame of the feature-interfacel

editor. Its component slot contains two objects feature-

interfacel-window and feature-interface-buttons, and one

specialized editor feature-interface-messages. The two

objects define the button menu, while the specialized editor

determines the interactive message window and feature

display. The operations slot contains the object feature-

interfacel-operations that specifies the procedures required

by the button menu commands.

IMPULSE.FEATURE-INTERFACE1 <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE - INTERFACEI
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITOR
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 30-Mar-80 11:33:36 CST By: Chen
COMPONENTS[OBJECT]: FEATURE-INTERFACE1-WINDOW, FEATURE-

INTERFACE-BUTTONS, and FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES
OPERATIONS[OBJECT]: FEATURE-INTERFACE1-OPERATIONS

Figure 6.31 Feature-Interfacel Frame
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MPULSE .FEATURE- INTERFACEI - WINDOW < FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE1-WINDOW
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITORWINDOW
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 22-Aug-90 9:39:41 PDT By: Chena
TITLEFONT[FONT]: Helvetica-Bold 14
INITIALWIDTH[EXPR]: 740
INITIALHEIGHT[EXPR]: 45
TITLEILISPI: "Design Object Feature"

Figure 6.32 Feature-Interfacel-Window Frame

The feature-interfacel-window, Figure 6.32, determines

the dimensions of the menu button window by the slots

initialwidth and initialheight. It also specifies the title

and title font for the feature interface, since the menu

button is at the top of the interface. This is done by

specifying the two slots titlefont and title.

The functionalities and display scheme of the button

menu are defined by the object feature-interface-buttons

(see Figure 6.32). Its font slot specifies the font of the

menu commands. The operation-condition slot is used to

determine the mouse operation. In this case, it is

specified as left button click. The pushbuttons slot

contains the labels of the menu commands. These labels are

displayed as menu items. The slot indent contains a

procedure that determines the indent of the first menu
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MPULSE.FEATURE-INTERFACE-BUTTONS <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-BUTTONS
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: BUTTONS-WITH-OPERATIONS
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 16- Apr -90 13:30:01 PDT By: Chena
FONT[EXPR]: dt<Variable-Width-Font HIvB12.vft 11 Al 6 DE>
OPERATION- CONDITION[LISP]: (LEFT)
PUSHBUTTONS[EXPR]: (IDecisionf IPre Decision' IPre Constraint' ...)
INDENT[LISP]: DESIGN/PUSHBUTTONPROPERTYDISPLAY/INDENT
SPACING[EXPR]: 0
CORNER-TYPE[EXPR]: :DOUBLE-SQUARE-WIDE-OUTER-EDGE
DISPLAY[LISP]: PROPERTYDISPLAWDISPLAY

Figure 6.33 Feature-Interface-Buttons Frame

command from the left of the menu window, while the space

slot specifies the space between the two menu commands. The

corner-type slot is used to specifies the style of the

button menu, in this case, it is a double square with a wide

outer edge. The button menu display is actually

accomplished by the procedure PROPERTYDISPLAY/DISPLAY which

is contained in the slot display. This function obtains

necessary data defined in the relevant slots, such as font,

corner-type, and indent, and exploits the display facilities

provided by the Generic Window system to display the button

menu. In addition, it creates an active region for each

button command.

To enable the button menu to respond to mouse events,

the function BUTTON-WITH-OPERATION/RESPOND is placed in the

slot respond. This function establishes the connection
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between the button commands and their associated procedures

contained in the feature-interfacel-operations object. When

a button command is selected, the function passes the

arguments required by the procedure in the operation object,

and invokes the procedure to perform a desired operation.

IMPULSE.FEATURE-INTERFACEi-OPERATIONS <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE1-OPERATIONS
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OPERATIONS
GROUPS: DH -TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 16-Apr-90 13:34:28 PDT By: Chena
Decision[LISP]: STAFITDECISIONOBJECT-1
Pre Decision[LISP]: STARTPRECEDINGDECISIONGRAPH-i
Pre Constrain t[LISP]: STARTPRECEDINGCONSTRAINTSGRAPH-1
Input Constrain t[LISP]: STARTI N P UTC ONSTRAINTS GRAPH -1
Affected Cons train t[LISP]: STARTAFFE CTE DC ONSTRAINTS CRAP H-1
Alter Proposal[LISP]: STARTALTER NATIVEPR OP OSAL EDITOR-1
Close[LISP]: CL OSEBROWSINGWIND OW

Figure 6.34 Feature-Interfacel-Operations Frame

The feature-interfacel-operations object, Figure 6.34,

contains all the procedures associated with the button

commands. It has one slot for each button command. Each

slot contains a procedure that performs the operation

required by the corresponding menu command. For example,

the alter proposal (Alternative Proposal) slot contains the

procedure STARTALTERNATIVEPROPOSAL-1, which creates an

interface for browsing alternative proposals for a design

object feature.

The second level of the specialized editor for the
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IMPULSE.FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITOR
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 29-Mar-80 21:18:35 CST By: Chen

COMPONENTS[OBJECT]: FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES-WINDOW and
FEATURE-INTERFACE-NAMES

Figure 6.35 Feature-Interface-Messages Frame

feature interface is the feature-interface-messages editor.

Figure 6.35 presents its object frame. It has two

components, the object feature-interface-message-window and

the specialized editor feature-interface-names. The object

specifies the functionality and layout of the interactive

message window, while the specialized editor defines the

feature display.

Unlike the other window objects explained before, the

object feature-interface-message-window has three unique

slots that specify the particular properties associated with

the interactive message window, as shown in Figure 6.36.

The value T contained in the dontclose slot tells Impulse to

keep the window open as long as the feature interface is

open. The side slot specifies the location of the message

window in the feature interface with respect to the feature
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MPULSE.FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES-WINDOW <FASTOBJECTEDITOFi>
OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-MESSAGES-WINDOW
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITORWINDOW ATTACHED-EDITOR-WINDOW INTERACTION-

WINDOW
GROUPS: OH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 22-Aug-90 9:40:26 PDT By: Chena
DONTCLOSE[EXPR]: T
SIDE[LISP]: :BOTTOM
TITLE[LISP]: NIL
INITIALHEIGHT[EXPR]: 50
INITIALWIDTH[EXPR]: 740
INTERACTRISPI: INTERACTION-WIND OW/TTYINTEBACT

Figure 6.36 Feature-Interface-Messages-Window Frame

interface window. The value bottom in the slot specifies

the message window is attached to the bottom of the button

menu window. User interaction with the message window is

controlled by the function INTERACTION-WINDOW/TTYINTERACT

contained in the slot interact. This function exploits the

interactive facilities provided by the Generic Window system

to allow the message window to acquire and display necessary

information during browsing.

Finally, the third part of the feature interface, the

feature-interface-names editor, has three components:

feature-interface-names-window, design-object-name-display,

and feature-interface-display (see Figure 6.37). The first

component constructs the window of the feature display. The

second one determines how a design object name is displayed,

while the third one generates and displays feature names and

values.
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MPULSE.FEATUFIE-INTERFACE-NAMES <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-NAMES
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITOR
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 8-Nov-90 14:06:16 PST By: Chena
DEFAULTFONT[FONT]: Helvetica-Bold 12
COMPONENTROBJECTI: FEATURE-INTERFACE-NAMES-WINDOW,

DESIGNOBJECTNAMEDISPLAY, and FEATURE-INTERFACE-DISPLAY

NONDISPLAVEDSLOTS[OBJECT]: REPRESENTATION, CAMERA, CSGNODE,
SCENE, RELEVANT-V1V2EDGES, INCLUDED-OBJECTS, WIN-ORIGIN-X, WIN-
ORIGIN-Y, ZOOMF, TRANS-X, TRANS-Y, TRANS-Z, REFERENCE, SUBSIDIARY,
TRANS-CSGNODE, DRAWIT, EDITOR-TO-USE, CURRENT-BITMAP, MODIFIER,
GENERIC-FEATURE, PRIMARY, X-ROTATION, V-ROTATION, Z-ROTATION, X-
TRANSLATION, Y-TRANSLATION, Z-TRANSLATION, and STATUS

BOLDFONT[FONT]: Helvetica-Bold 14

Figure 6.37 Feature-Interface-Names Frame

In addition to the components, the editor object has

three other slots. The defaultfont slot specifies the font

of the feature values, while the boldfont slot specifies the

font of the feature names. To efficiently develop the

procedure that generates or collects object features to be

displayed in the feature interface, the nondisplayedslots

slot is used. This slot contains the features or slots that

should not be displayed in the feature interface.

The following paragraphs present the feature-interface-

names-window and feature-interface-display objects. The

implementation of the design-object-name-display object is

similar to the feature-interface-display object.

Like the feature-interface-messages-window object,

Figure 6.36, the feature-interface-names-window, shown in

Figure 6.38, specifies the layout, location, and dimensions

of the feature display window. In addition, it has an
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PAPIRSE.FEATURE-INTERFACE-NAMES-WINDOW <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-NAMES-WINDOW
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: EDITORWINDOW ATTACHED-EDITOR-WINDOW
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 22-Aug-90 9:41:01 PDT By: Chena
INITIALHEIGHT[EXPR] : 255
TITLE[LISP]: NIL
INITIALWIDTHEEXPRI: 740
SIDE[LISP]: :BOTTOM
CURRENTFOCI[EXPR]:

Figure 6.38 Feature-Interface-Names-Window Frame

unique slot called currentfoci. This slot is used to store

information about the feature currently selected

(highlighted) in the feature display. The information

includes the name of the selected feature, its design

object, its knowledge base, and a description of the active

region in the feature display. The information is used to

highlight and unhighlight the selected feature. It also

tells the button menu commands what feature to describe.

As mentioned previously, the feature-interface-display

object generates and displays a set of features and their

values. To generate the list of features, the procedure

FEATURE-INTERFACE/COLLECT is included via the slot collect

(see Figure 6.39). This procedure first collects all the

feature slots from the design object to be displayed. It

also collects the feature slots that could be inherited from

the generalizations of the design object. Then it removes
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MPULSE FEATURE-INTERFACE-DISPLAY <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: FEATURE-INTERFACE-DISPLAY
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT-CHOICE-DISPLAY
GROUPS: DH-TOOLS
TYPE: CLASS
Edited: 8-Nov-90 13:56:38 PST By: Chena
VALUE-INDENTATION[EXPRJ: 300
CAPTIONILISPI: FEATURE-INTERFACE/CAPTION
COLLECT[LISP]: FEATURE-INTERFACE/COLLECT
DISPLAY-VALUE[LISP]: FEATURE-INTERFACE/DISPLAY
RESPONDCONDITION[LISP]: NIL
VALUEILISPI: FEATURE-INTERFACENALUE

Figure 6.39 Feature-Interface-Display Frame

all the feature slots contained in the nondisplayedslots

slot of the editor feature-interface-names to obtain the

final list of the features to display.

To generate feature names to be displayed, this list is

processed by the function FEATURE-INTERFACE/CAPTION

contained in the slot caption of the feature-interface-

display object. Since the slot names of the design object

are consistent with the terms that engineers use to describe

the properties of the design objects, this function simply

uses the slot names as the feature names.

The feature name display is accomplished by the

function PROPERTYDISPLAY/DISPLAY-CAPTION. The function

determines the display locations of feature names, creates

an active region for each name, and calls the display

facilities of the Generic Window system to display each

name.
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The feature values are obtained by the function

FEATURE-INTERFACE/VALUE. This function simply retrieves the

feature values from each feature slot of the design object.

The feature values are displayed by the function

FEATURE-INTERFACE/DISPLAY. To easily identify and read the

feature names and their values, this procedure allots space

between each feature name and its value. The value-

indentation slot of the feature-interface-display contains

the size of this space. When a feature value is too long to

be displayed in one line inside the display window, the

procedure will display the rest in another line to avoid

horizontal scrolling. Furthermore the procedure

PROPERTYDISPLAY/DISPLAY-CAPTION will display the next

feature name in a new line.

6.2.4.2 The alternative proposal interface

The alternative proposal interface is similar to the

feature interface, see Figures 6.3 and 6.11. Like the

feature interface, it is constructed by three levels of

specialized editors that determine the button menu,

interactive message window, and alternative proposal display

respectively.

The major implementation difference between the two

interfaces is the way in which information is generated for

the display. In the feature interface, the feature names
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and values are collected directly from the feature slots of

the design object. In the alternative proposal interface,

however, both the display entities and their values are all

synthesized by functions so that engineers can easily

understand them. To avoid redundancy, this section only

presents the functions that generate the entities and their

values.

a H-TEMPLATE2.DECISION-184 <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: DECISION-184
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: DECISION
GROUPS: D H-TEMP LATE2

TYPE: INDIVIDUAL

EVALUATION[EVALUATION]: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-178, ABSOLUTE-
COMPARISON-175, ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-173, and ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-
171

PROPOSALS[DECISION]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-46, DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-
1, DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-13o, and DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-147

RESULTING-CONSTRAINTS[DERIVED-CONSTRAINTS]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-
46

PRECEDING-DECISION[DECISION]: DECISION-302
INPUT-CONSTRAINTS[CONSTRAINT-SOURCE]: INTRODUCED-CONSTRAINT-

177, INTRODUCED-CONSTRAINT 2, GIVEN-CONSTRAINT-926, and INTRODUCED-
CONSTRAINT-168

Figure 6.40 A Decision Object Frame

To see how the entities are generated, one must first

understand how design alternatives and rationales are

represented in the knowledge base. As explained in section

5.2.3, design alternatives and their relevant evaluations

are encapsulated in design decisions. Figure 6.40 presents

a decision frame represented in the knowledge base. This

decision encapsulates the design alternatives and rationales

that were shown in Figure 6.11. From the figure, it can be
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seen that there are four proposals contained in the

proposals slot, and one of them is accepted as a resulting

constraint. The four evaluations associated with the

proposals are contained in the evaluation slot.

Now that we have seen how proposals and evaluations are

represented, let us see how they are displayed as design

alternatives and rationales. The generation of the

alternative and rationale entities is accomplished by the

function STARTALTERNATIVEPROPOSAL-1. This function performs

three operations:

1. creation of the entities,

2. generation of the values of the entities, and

3. creation of a temporary object (called a trash

object) that stores the entities and the values.

The purpose of creating a trash object is to take

advantage of the procedures developed for the feature

interface. More importantly, it is also computation ally

efficient. The trash object is automatically deleted when

the browsing of the design alternatives is finished.

The entity names are generated by taking the label

strings alternative- and rationale-for-alternative- and

combining them with the sequence of numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.

The alternatives and their rationales are ordered so that

each alternative is followed immediately by its rationale.

The display value of each alternative is generated by

retrieving the derived constraint and combining the slot
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values of design-obiect, feature, and value. Some necessary

string operations are also performed so that the display

value is meaningful and understandable to engineers.

DH-TEMPLATE2.ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-171 <FASTOBJECTEDITOFi>

OBJECT: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-171
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON
GROUPS: DH-TEMPLATE2
TYPE: INDIVIDUAL

COMPARISON-FOR[OBJECT]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-147
COMPARISON-1[CONSTRAINT-SOURCE]: INTRODUCED-CONSTRAINT-168 and

VIOLATED

Figure 6.41 A Comparison Object Frame

The display value of each rationale is generated from

the corresponding evaluation object for each alternative.

For the example shown in Figure 6.40, the corresponding

evaluation objects are absolute comparisons. The display

value of the rationale for each of the alternatives is then

obtained by two steps.

First, all the constraints used for a comparison object

are collected and the result of the comparison with each

constraint is collected. Figure 6.41 presents one of the

comparison objects as it appears in the knowledge base.

From the figure, it can be seen that only one constraint,

introduced-constraint-168, was compared to derived-
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constraint-147, and the result was violated. The constraint

and the result are stored on the slot comparison-1. If more

constraints had been used, then they would appear, along

with their results, in the slots comparison-2, comparison-3,

and so on. The Design Representation will automatically

create these slots.

Secondly, each constraint and the relevant comparison

result collected are combined successively by string

operations.

p H-TEMPLATE2.OBJECT-277 <FASTOBJECTEDITOR>

OBJECT: OBJECT-277
SYNONYMS:
GENERALIZATIONS: OBJECT
GROUPS: TRASH
TYPE: INDIVIDUAL

Alternative-l[TEXT]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-1 l 1
Rationale-Al ternative-I[OBJECT]: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-175
Al ternative-2[TEXT]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-130
Rationale-Al ternative-2[OBJECT]: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-173
Alternative-3[TEXT]: DERIVED-CONSTRAINT-147
Rationale-Al ternative-3[OBJECT]: ABSOLUTE-COMPARISON-171

Figure 6.42 A Trash Object Frame

After the entities and their values are created, the

STARTALTERNATIVEPROPOSAL-1 function creates a trash object.

It uses the entities generated as the slots of the object

and sets each slot value by the corresponding entity value.

Figure 6.42 presents the trash object frame of the example

shown in Figure 6.40. Since the entities and their values

are properly represented in the trash object, when creating
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an alternative interface, the procedures developed for the

feature interface will collect these slots and their values

for the alternative interface. It is important to point out

that these procedures are also contained in the specialized

alternative interface editors.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Contributions

The Design History Tool is capable of representing and

playing back important information generated during the

process of designing a mechanical system. This tool not

only represents the final design results, but also the

constraints developed and decisions made in the evolution of

a product from initial specifications to final detailed

design. This tool allows designers, manufacturing

engineers, and management personnel to query design

artifacts, design evolution, design rationale and

alternatives, and constraint dependencies.

The Design Representation in the tool not only

represents the design artifacts but also the design process.

It is capable of representing different aspects of the

design information from the descriptions of a product to the

constraints and decisions developed. It is also capable of

representing and manipulating different levels of

abstraction of the design information from numeric to

symbolic, from equational to textual. In addition, it

establishes and maintains complex relationships among the

design objects, constraints, and design decisions.

The identification of three constraint natures: the

constraint source, the constraint role, and the constraint

expression, greatly enriches the constraint representation
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and enhances the constraint manipulation. The constraint

representation developed can formally or semi-formally

describe different features of the design objects, from

functional properties and geometric characteristics to

manufacturing specifications. It can also specify the same

feature in different levels of abstractions from textual and

symbolic expressions to equational expressions.

The decision representation formally represents the

decision-making process. It represents the design state

changes, establishes constraint dependencies, and preserves

design evolution. Through modelling the evaluation as a

comparison process and establishing the relation between the

comparison type and comparison base, it captures the design

rationale behind each design decision.

The Playback system provides various interfaces to

display and retrieve design information. It also filters

out appropriate entities and converts informal

representations into the terminology that is easy for

engineers to understand. These interfaces help the user

retrieve and easily understand the design information.

The Playback system not only allows the user to browse

functionality, form descriptions, and manufacturing

specifications of the design objects, but also to view

isometric drawings and see the hierarchical structure of the

designed artifacts. Mouse interaction and two-way

associativity between the hierarchy and isometric drawing
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support important user tasks such as locating a design

object and determining the relationships between the design

objects.

The Playback system allows the user to view the

initial, intermediate, and final states of a design. This

design evolution information helps engineers understand how

a design came into being.

Design rationale browsing provides two kinds of

rationales: correctness and appropriateness. This

information is essential to communicating the designer's

intent. It explains how a decision was made, what the

design alternatives were, and why they were rejected. This,

in turn, greatly enhances design understanding and supports

redesign.

Constraint dependency browsing provides useful

information for design understanding and redesign. Input

constraint dependencies show how a constraint depends on

other constraints. Affected constraint dependencies present

information about the potential impact of a proposed design

change. This can help the designer avoid introducing new

design flaws.

7.2 Limitations

The representation does not cover all of mechanical

design. The representation was derived from two kinds of

protocol studies. These protocols were taken from
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individual engineers solving ill-defined industrial design

problems. Although the representation can express the

information in these protocols, it is still incomplete.

More work needs to be done to refine this representation to

cover a wider range of mechanical design problems.

The design process representation is limited to

expressing individual design activity. It cannot represent

some kinds of information associated with group design or

team design activity such as the decision-making process of

team design.

Another limitation is the implementation of geometric

constraints. The current geometric constraint solver can

only handle simple shapes. It is important to develop or

acquire a complete geometric constraint system for the

Design History Tool.

One limitation of the Playback system has been

observed. Browsing the design decisions, design

alternatives, and constraints only starts from the feature

interface of the design objects. It is possible that the

user wants to generally browse the decisions or the

alternatives of a specific design problem without opening

the feature interface. Particularly, when the user wants to

successively browse the design alternatives of some design

problems that are not associated with one design object, it

is tedious to create several feature interfaces.

Because of the limitations of current geometric
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constraint solver, the isometric display of the design

objects only reflects the final state of the design. The

Playback system cannot retrieve the isometric drawings for

intermediate state design objects, when a design history

knowledge base is built. It also cannot display the

isometric drawings for design alternatives.

7.3 Future Research

One future research issue that is important to the

Design History Tool is to develop a nonintrusive design

capture system. It should be built on a computer design

environment, and it should automatically capture and infer

the information necessary to develop a design history during

the design process. The capture and inference should

intrude the designers as little as possible.

Another future research task is to evaluate the

feasibility, generalizability, and effectiveness of the

Design History Tool on a wider range of design problems.

This could be done by conducting redesign experiments in

which designers use the tool to carry out design

comprehension and redesign tasks. By comparing the data

from the these subjects with a matched group that is

performing the same tasks without the tool, the strengths

and weaknesses of the current system could be determined.

Like the other design history systems described in

section 2.2, the Design History Tool only plays back
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information at the same level of detail as it represents.

It would be nice for the tool to have a reporting facility

to summarize the design history, help the user understand

the important design decisions, and generate a design

report.

Function analysis is an important problem-solving

approach used in mechanical design. The Design History Tool

does not support this approach so far. Although a simple

procedure of function/behavior decomposition was developed

by the Design Process Research Group [McGinnis, 90], it is

immature for practical use. It is necessary to develop a

subsystem that supports function analysis.

The Design History Tool does not have a simulation

system to simulate dynamical behaviors of a mechanical

system. For example, the Design History Tool cannot

simulate the motion of the flipper dipper [Stauffer, 89].

However simulation is very helpful for understanding the

design. It would be nice to have a simulation system in the

Design History Tool for browsing or inspecting the motion

and dynamical behaviors of mechanical systems.
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GLOSSARY

Absolute Comparison -- a comparison in which the design
alternatives are directly compared with the constraints.
This comparison presents information on how well each of the
design alternatives meets the constraints.

Appropriateness Rationale information about why and how
design alternatives were rejected.

Boundary Representation (B-REP) a representation in solid
modeling systems that contains vertex, edges, faces, and
body frames of a solid object.

Class Or Class Object an object that defines the
properties and behaviors common to a set of objects in
object-oriented programming.

Comparison Base the operations accomplished to provide
necessary date for performing a comparison, such as a
calculation, simulation, analysis, and physical test.

Conjecture a conclusion inferred by the subject from
incomplete information. Interpretation, supposition, or
assumption believed but not know for certain.

Constraint the specialization of or limitation on the
feature of a design object or the description of
relationship among the design objects.

Constraint Expression a proper form to express or
represent constraints.

Constraint Role refers to which feature of a design
object is being affected by a constraint.

Constraint Source refers to the origin of a constraint.
There are three sources for constraints: given, derived, and
introduced.

Correctness Rationale information about why a design
alternative used to solve a problem ought to work.

CSG-Node a constructive solid geometry node. An internal
representation of a solid object in solid modeling systems.

Decision a process by which new derived constraints are
created to change the design state. A decision is made by
considering some previous existing constraints to evaluate
design alternatives. Based on the evaluation, decision
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operators are applied to produce one or more new derived
constraints

Decision Operator an action that accepts, rejects, or
suspends a design alternative.

Derived Constraint a result or output of a design
decision. On the one hand, it specifies the value of
design object features. On the other hand, it affects the
design by imposing a limitation on any future design
process.

Design History -- a record of the important information
generated during the design process.

Design Object -- one of the three fundamental elements of
the design History representation. It represents the
physical artifacts of the design.

Design Primitive a high level of geometric entity used to
define the geometry of a design object.

Design State refers to the physical characteristics of
the design and active constraints that affect them at any
given point in time throughout the design process.

Direct Modeling a facility of object-oriented
programming. It allows objects or entities in the "real
world" to be directly modeled and represented as the objects
in a knowledge base or a data base.

Editee -- a specific list in HyperClass that contains a
pointer of a knowledge base, a pointer of a design object, a
pointer of slot, and a pointer of a facet.

Feature -- any particular or specific characteristic of a
design object that contains or relates information about
that object.

Feature Interface an interface that displays the features
of design objects and allows the user to retrieve further
information about the features such as decisions, constraint
dependencies, and design alternatives.

Framekit a frame-based system used by Vantage to
represent all of its internal structures and user created
geometric databases.

Generic Relationship -- a kind of taxonomic relationship
among the design objects. It species a class of the design
objects that have same or similar functionality,
configuration, and manufacturing specifications.
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Given Constraint dictated to the designer from external
sources such as design specification, adjacent or connecting
designs, or clients.

Graphical Interface an interface that displays and
browses isometric drawings of design objects.

Hierarchical Relationship a structure in which assemblies
are decomposed into subassemblies and components, and
components are decomposed into composite features.

Hierarchy Interface an interface that displays the
hierarchical relationship of a design.

HyperClass an object-oriented programming environment for
construction and maintenance of knowledge base system. It
includes three subsystems: Strobe, MetaClass, and Impulse.

Impulse an interface-building tool and a subsystem of
HyperClass.

Inheritance a facility of object-oriented programming
that allows any instance to obtain the properties and
behaviors from its class object.

Instance Or Inatance Object -- a specialization or an
element of a class object in object-oriented programming.
It posseses its own properties that are different from those
of the other instances of the class object.

Introduced Constraint -- a constraint that is brought in the
design process, typically including designer's domain
knowledge, handbooks, and other "domain knowledge' sources.

MUlti-Parent
that allows an
so that it can
represented in

a facility of object-oriented programming
instance object have more one generalizations
inherit all the properties and behaviors
these generalizations.

Object a record structure that encapsulates data, or
properties, and procedures in a single entity.

Object-oriented Programming -- a new form of programming
that facilitate the management, modeling, and manipulation
of complex engineering data. It has four fundamental
concepts or techniques: encapsulated object representation,
distinction between classes and instances, inheritance, and
procedure invocation.

Primary a slot of a design object that specifies what
assembly or component the object belongs to.
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Relative Comparison -- a comparison in which the design
alternatives are compared each other according to the
constraints. This comparison gives information on priority
of the design alternatives, but can not detect the ability
of the design alternatives to meet the constraints.

Scene a representation in solid modeling systems that
contains a collection of solids, environmental conditions
(e.g. lighting conditions), and viewing conditions.

Solid Modeling a geometric modeling system that allows
the user to create, store, and manipulate three dimensional
objects given the necessary symbolic information about the
object.

Subsidiary a slot of a design object that specifies the
configuration of the object.

Subsidiary Object the design objects that construct a
specific object.

Two-Way Associativity a facility of the Design History
Tool. It means when a design object is selected in the
graphical interface, the selected object will be highlighted
in the interface as well as the relevant object node will be
highlighted in the hierarchy interface. It also means when
a object node is selected in a hierarchy interface, the
selected node will be highlighted in the interface as well
as the relevant object image will be highlighted in the
graphical interface.

Vantage a solid modeling system deveoped by Carnegie
Mellon University.
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I. Redesign Experiment Results

The redesign experiments revealed that the questions

asked or the conjectures made by the subjects can be

classified into three categories [Kuffner, 901:

1. topic of the information,

2. nature of the information,

3. derivation of the information.

The topic of the information deals with the design

artifact entities for which the questions asked and

conjectures made. The conjectures were formed when the

information presented is not complete enough to establish a

definite conclusion about some aspect of the design. The

artifact entities are assemblies, components, and features.

Here the feature refer to the properties of assemblies and

components such as geometry, composition, functionality,

manufacturing specification, etc.

The nature of the information deals with different

aspects of descriptions of the design artifacts. The four

natures identified are construction, location, operation,

and purpose. The construction refers to the physical

characteristics of the object, such as shape, dimension,

etc. The location concerns the relative positions of the

objects. The operation denotes the static or dynamic

behaviors of the objects that occur in accomplishing the

required overall functions of the design such as rotation
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and translation. The purpose, on the other hand, is

concerned with what functions the objects perform within the

design, such as support, stability, or confinement.

The derivation of the information deals with the design

process. It concerns how and why the design information

come from. Some questions/conjectures are concerned with

aspects of the design that can be answered directly by

obtaining the value or relation between the objects. For

example, "Where is this located?" or "What is this length?".

Another type of the questions or conjectures are focussed on

the aspect of the design process. These questions or

conjectures can not be directly or simply answered or

verified, since they often refer to the rationales of the

original designer and the evolution of the design. To

answer these questions or verify these conjectures,

information must be presented on the process of the design.

This information includes constraint dependencies, rationale

behind each design decision, and the evolution of the

design.
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II. Feature Definitions

A variety of definitions of "feature" have been made by

CAD/CAM researchers according to their applications and as

their research progress. No consensus exists on the formal

definition of a "feature ". Some researchers define a

feature as a geometric entity associated with manufacturing

process [Vaghul, 85, Chung, 87, Luby, 88, Hadley, 89) so

that they can facilitate automatic manufacturability

evaluation and process planning. Some researchers, however,

recommend that features should be defined as geometric

primitives associated with the design [Requicha, 89] since

the designers should work in terms of functional features.

In addition, defining features associated with manufacturing

process is closely tied to specific processes.

However defining features associated with the design

are also domain-specific. Different domains have different

design features. The features in the injection modeling

domain are different from ones in the casting domain and

extrusion domain [Vaghl, 85, Luby, 86, Libardi, 86]. Also

the same names of features have different meanings,

functionalities in different domains.

Having recognized these limitations, some researchers

[Hundal, 89, Requicha, 89] defined features just as

geometric primitives, called form features. These

primitives are not associated with both the design and
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manufacturing. They are just used as primitives to describe

the geometries of the design.

Some researchers have recognized the limitations of

defining features only solely as geometric entities or

geometric entities associated with the design and

manufacturing process. Dixon et al. expanded their feature

definition from geometry entity into form and function

entities [Dixon, 89]. Shah et al. defined a feature as

"recurring patterns of information related a part's

description" [Shah, 87, 89]. Based on their application,

Shah et al. have classified three types of feature: form

feature, precision feature, and material feature.
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III. A Battery Contact Design

Figure 111.1 presents the sketch of the battery contact

design created by one subject in the protocol study

performed by Stauffer (Stauffer, 87]. The major

requirements of the design were to design a housing and

electrical contacts for holding three batteries and

connecting them to a printed circuit board.

This design has six components, not including

batteries. They are bottom case, cover, and four spring

contacts. The three batteries are put into the three

cavities of the bottom case respectively, the four spring

contacts electrically connect them to the printed circuit

board. The bottom case and the cover are connected by

sliding the cover into the grooves on the two sides the

bottom case. The two tips of the cover are fastened by the

two slots of the bottom case.
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Li c

Figure 111.1 A Battery Contact Design


